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Shutout launches Cal Bowl trip
by Karl Smith
sports editor
Bowling Green quarterback
Brian McClure can sleep
soundly.
The senior signal caller admitted that Saturday's game
with Toledo had caused insomnia, and with good reason.
After all, in his four years
Toledo was the only Mid-American Conference team he had
failed to beat.
"I had trouble sleeping last
night (Friday). It was the first
time that that's happened since
I've been here," McClure said.
"I got tired of listening to how
we Tost to Toledo for three years
in a row. I wasn't going to let it
happen this year."
The Falcons put McClure's
mind to rest with a 21-0 win at
Doyt L. Perry Stadium that
clinched the MAC title and a
California Bowl bid. Coach
Denny Stolz said the game was
almost a coach's dream come
true.
"It was almost a perfect ball
game: we only made one major
mistake," he said.
That mistake almost gave McClure something else to keep
him awake at night. His first
pass attempt of the day landed
In the arms of UT's Marc Patton. His next two passes were
incomplete before connecting
with tight end Gerald Bayless
for three- and six-yard gains.
MCCLURE CONNECTED
with Stan Hunter two plays later
for a 22-yard scoring pass, putting his team ahead for good.
Hunter grabbed the ball at the
five, side stepped Dexter Clark
and jogged into the end zone.
Hunter caught one other pass

while McClure totaled 143 yards,
completing 11 of 20 aerials.
"I got tired of seeing Brian
sacked all week on TV," Stolz
said, referring to recent local
newscasts. "He's done much
more than that."
The Falcon defense, who
would have liked any type of
television coverage this season,
added something to the highlight
film when end Chris Hartman
picked off a Bill Bergen pass and
sprinted into the end zone. Hartman had 12 tackles and was
named MAC defensive player of
the week.
"They ran the same play earlier and I was looking for it,"
Hartman said. "I waited for the
quarterback to throw, then I
broke for the ball. I caught it and
there was no one between me
and the end zone."
Although the Falcon defense
didn't put any more points on the
scoreboard, it was the key to the
other BG drives.
"I thought we had marvelous
field position for almost the entire game," Stolz said. "We
have a very physical, tough defense and I would nave been
surprised if they would have run
against us. That's not a criticism of Toledo; it's just that
we're so strong."
THE STINGY Falcon defense
held the Rocket ground game to
a mere 55 yards while allowing
93 through the air. More than
half of the Falcons' offensive
drives began near midfield as
the Rockets crossed the 50-yard
line only one time.
Two Rocket fumbles only
added to the UT misery. A.J.
Sager took over for the injured
Bergen and his first complete
• See Football page 4
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Downed Rocket
Bowling Green's Troy Dawson (88). John Hunter (86) and Vlnce Villa
nucci (44) celebrate Mike Foor's (on ground) tackle of Toledo's Kelvin

Farmer. The Falcon defense limited the Rockets to 148 total yards en
route to a 21-0 victory that clinched a Mid-American Conference title
and a trip to the California Bowl.

Leaders prepare for today's summit
GENEVA (AP) - Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev joined President Reagan in this chilly seat of neutrality
yesterday, and on the eve of their
summit the superpower chiefs squared
off on "Star Wars," the anti-missile
program that lies at the heart of lagging efforts to forge a new arms
agreement.
American and Soviet officials were
sharpening their proposals for today's
first session between the 74-year-old
Reagan and Gorbachev - a man 20
years his junior and still relatively
untested in international affairs.

Both leaders pledged fidelity to efforts to end the superpower arms race,
but discussed sharply divergent views
on how to achieve the goal.
Gorbachev said he came to discuss
"primarily the question of what can be
done to stop the unprecedented arms
race which has unfolded in the world
(and) to prevent it from spreading into
new spheres."
It was an unmistakable reference to
Reagan's program to develop a defensive space shield that could bring
down nuclear missiles before they
reach their targets.

REAGAN, QUESTIONED about the
Soviet leader's statement, told reporters, "We both must have the same
intentions. If he feels as strongly that
way as I do, then we'll end the arms
race."
But he remained determined to
search for a space-based defense, best
known as "Star Wars" despite his
dislike for the term, saying, "Just
wait'U he hears my proposal."
Reagan's national security adviser,
Robert McFarlane, also defended the
"Star Wars" research program, telling
reporters "the Soviet Union has driven

us to this" by building up its own
offensive nuclear arsenal and conducting a defensive research program of its
own.
The Soviet Union, he said, "could not
reasonably expect any country to stand
by idly and watch" while Moscow pursued a program of their own.
In a new development yesterday, a
Soviet official traced a possible Kremlin proposal to break the impasse on
space weapons by establishing a joint
scientific panel for superpower intellectuals to consider "Star wars" issues

together.
THE OFFICIAL, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said he did not know
whether Gorbachev might actually
raise such a proposal to Reagan. But
the source said that in Gorbachev's
5re-summit preparations on "Star
fare," "the role of scientists was very
important."
Official Soviet arguments, however,
weren't presented yesterday at the
international press center in Geneva,
where thousands of journalists have
gathered to cover the first superpower
summit in six years.

Candidate speaks
Post-game celebration results
in injuries, goal post destruction at OSA meeting
by Teresa Tarantino
and Ron Fritz
staff reporters

Police and Contest Management were in for more than
they bargained for when they
were assigned the job of monitoring Saturday's Mid-American Conference deciding
football game against Toledo.
The problems started midway through the fourth quarter, with a Bowling Green
victory apparent, when thousands of fans began chanting
"goal posts-goal posts" in
anticipation of the ceremonial dropping of the uprights.
As tune ran out, fans
stormed Doyt L. Perry Field
where University and city
police, the state highway patrol and University's contest
management were situated in
the end zone.
In the course of the melee
which followed, several people were injured.
The most seriously injured,
Loren Blanchard, 39, of Napoleon, is listed in serious condition at St. Vincent Hospital's
intensive care unit in Toledo
with a fractured skull. Blanchard was taken to Wood
County Hospital where he
was later transported by Life
Flight to Toledo.
Blanchard was at the south
end of the stadium when a
goal post reportedly hit him
ui the back of the head,
according to William Bess,
director of Public Safety.
At the opposite end of the

field a University student received a deep laceration to
his hand ana was taken to
Wood County Hospital where
he was treated and released.
Another University student
was treated and released
from Wood County Hospital

after reportedly being assaulted by three people working with Contest
Management. No charges
have been filed by the victim,
according to Bess. The incident is still being investigated, he said.
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Contest Management, in
this case University baseball
Slayers, act as ushers at
ome athletic events and
have no security training.
The Contest Management
workers were instructed by
• See Goal posts page 4.

TIME

In an address to the Ohio Student Association Saturday, state
Sen. Paul Pfiefer of Bucyrus
focused on education but did not
miss a chance to take potshots at
his opponents in the race for
governor.
Pfiefer, a candidate for the
Republican party nomination
for the gubernatorial race, said
one of the major challenges facing the next governor is a rebuilding effort. Changes in the
education program will be necessary to achieve this goal, he
said.
"Ohio is a populous state, but
it's a state with a number of
serious problems, and it has to
be the focus of the governor to
rebuild the state to the strength
it once had." he said. "Fundamental to this rebuilding effort
is education."

fALCONS
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by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

BALL ONQQ

Pfiefer said his plans for education are three-fold. They include increasing computer
literacy at all levels, providing a
mechanism to reward excellence in classroom teaching and
the way schools are
Budget decisions have not included enough provisions for
financing of computers in our
school systems, Pfiefer said.
BG News/ Joe Phelan
Lying on the ground several yards from where the south goal post had been standing a few minutes
before, an injured person is aided by officers after the post game celebration.

"WE HAVE not cared enough
to make an investment in the
scheme of the budget for computers to be available at all

•

Sade levels," Pfiefer said. "We
ve the responsiblity to see
that every person be computer
literate before graduating from
high school."
The state is also lacking in
that it does not have a program
which provides financial incentive for teachers to stay in the
classroom, Pfiefer said.
"Those who are the smartest
and talented in our education
system become administrators," Pfiefer said. "The present
system encourages the best and
the brightest teachers to leave
the classroom."
Pfiefer also said be would
propose a revamping of the tax
structure to make the financing
of schools more equal.
Pfiefer said that a 1 mill tax
levy in the Beechwood school
district will raise $244 per pupil,
while in a school district in Lawrence County (southern Ohio),
the same tax levy would only
generate $18 per pupil. He hopes
to propose a program which
would equalize tax dollars
within a county.
"As governor, I would propose
a plan to the general assembly
that we pool industrial and commercial taxes on a countywide
basis to provide quality education to all schools, be said.
Pfiefer added that he is not in
complete disagreement with
Gov. Richard Celeste's programs on education.
"His record on higher education is not a bad one; I give him
reasonably good marts," he
said.
• see Pfiefer page 5
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Accept offer, BG
Think of Bowling Green, and you think of Bowling
Green State University. That's probably a connection in the minds of most Northwest Ohioans,
yet it appears some city residents would rather
sever the link.
We're referring to the 55 residents who recently
signed a petition against painting the Central Park
water tower in the University's colors, brown and
orange. The city is considering an offer by the
University to pay for the painting.
The residents' objection to the University's offer
appears to stem from an aversion to our school
colors. (Can you believe it?)
We're not here to defend Freddie Falcon's color
coordination. But we do hope the city isn't scared
away by a few citizens' ruffled feathers. The
University's offer amounts to about $20,000 worth of
generosity, which would be paid for through private funds, said Philip Mason, executive assistant
to University President Paul Olscamp.
And that's a hefty sum for a city the size of
Bowling Green.
It's always poor politics to criticize without
offering solutions. What we'd like to know is, how
do the petition-signers propose to pay for the
painting: Do they want to contribute $364 apiece
and coordinate a color scheme together?
The University isn't interested in pushing for the
school name and colors to "tower over the city.
Both Mason and University athletic director Jack
Gregory have said the offer was simply a nice
gesture, and no one will be upset if the city declines.
Gregory even said the University might be willing to use different colors, so long as the school
name was present.
So compromise is apparently possible. The city
won't be making a decision until spring. Meanwhile, residents should cool their tempers and
examine the issue before suggesting a refusal of
$20,000, just to spare their eyes of some brown and
orange paint.
Besides, if they're that offended by those colors,
they'll need blindfolds to live in this city.
...3UT FIM-T, A FEAST FOR THE BlKV

Try disarmament, not rhetoric
by Justice B. Hill

Rhetoric seems the main course for the
U.S.-Soviet summit in Geneva. The pity of
this, though, is that the menu is rich with a
more tempting fare, something called disarmament - a far cheaper entree than the
continuation of the trillion-dollar arms
race.
The summit is a good place to order some
of this disarmament, too. For once, trie
United States and Russia have prepared
arms-control packages (the proposals were
presented during pre-summit talks) outlining their views in three significant areas:
strategic nuclear weapons; intermediatenuclear weapons; and ''Star Wars."
The Soviets, for their part, have agreed to
freeze their Asian SS-20 force and permit
the United States to base roughly 120 cruise
missiles in Europe. Additionally, they have
hinted at a newfound flexibility on strategic
arms. All of this rings with promise.
But one must look into reality's eyes,
which reflect a different picture. These
concessions are bringing demands for tradeoffs; few of which are acceptable to the
Reagan administration. Furthermore,
President Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev maintain an unshakeable
stance - a steadfast feeling of no compromise - on the toughest issue of the bunch,
"Star Wars."
Gorbachev insists that the United States
lessen its commitment to this technology,
which far outpaces Soviet research. To that,
Reagan has said, "Hell no." The president
also has said, "We must both face the
challenge of eliminating nuclear weap-

Letters_
U.S., don't leave U.N.
Bill Melden's article "UJS.
Should Pull Out of U.N." (BG
News Nov. 14) shows his lack of
understanding about political
reality.
What good would it do for the
United States to resign from a
group organized as a forum for
political and philisophical differences because we were not in
agreement with many other
members?
If, as Melden contends, the
United Nations does not stand
for decency and democracy with
total perfection, does this mean
we should resign from it? How,
may I ask, would this further the
cause of democracy in the U.N.?
Let's talk hypocrisy. Has the
United States always lived up to
our rightfully high ideals of democracy and decency? Not even
just in my short life time. Who
can forget the racial segregation

Bob Brown bids bye-bye
Former state rep ready for new Cabinet position
by Bob Brown
During the past seven
years, it has been my privilege to serve the people of
Wood and surrounding counties as their State Representative.
Throughout this period of
time, we have dealt with severe budget crises, such subjects as capital punishment,
abortion, environmental controls, numerous licensure issues, capital appropriations,
prison system reform, transertation capital budgets, collive bargaining, four or
five tax increases and two tax
reductions.
Literally thousands of persons have written during this
time. Many others have verbally expressed opinions on
these and a myriad of other
issues.
It was difficult to face the
prospects of serving in a capacity different than that of
state representative. I have
truly enjoyed the many,

many great experiences and
the opportunity to learn much
about a variety of occupations and interests.
It's not easy to face the
prospect of seeing less of your
friends. Those who have had
the opportunity to serve in
positions such as this are
unanimous in their opinion
that these are the happiest
years of your life ana that
while many other endeavors
are very satisfying, there are
few that provide the opportunity to work so closely with so
many people and develop the
mutual respect that comes
from this association.
However, sometimes there
are other callings to which
one must respond.
An opportunity was recently presented to me by
Governor Celeste to become a
member of his Cabinet and
serve as the director of the
Department of Mental Retardation and Developmental
Disabilities.
This is an area of government in crisis and one in
which I have a strong per-
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ons. I have said many times, and will say
again ... a nuclear war cannot be won and
must never be fought."
Pure buncombe. No one inside the Kremlin believes "Star Wars" will long remain a
mere defense system, and U.S. posturing to
the contrary has led to little progress in the
preliminary talks. It has led to diplomatic
double-talk. TASS described the goings-on
at the pre-summit gatherings as "frank"
and "businesslike" - cold words for sharp
disagreement.
Secretary of State George Schultz
couched his assessment for the early talks
in similar terms: "frank," "deep exchange

of views" and "very vigorous." Such pretense portends trouble. To worsen matters,
Reagan is dragging human rights to the
bargaining table.
Hardly anyone disputes the importance of
the latter - not with Yelena Bonner's keeping her husband's name (Andrei Sakharov)
in the headlines. Human rights, however,
belong outside Geneva, for their introduction simply broadens the range of tough
issues distracting Reagan and Gorbachev
from the paramount one: arms reduction.
The Russians, moreover, cannot but
harden their viewpoints after hearing the
president and Congress quarrel over
money. The House, on one side, wants to cut
into military spending to effect a balanced
budget. Reagan wants a balanced budget,
too. but not at the expense of a military
buildup. As he heads to Geneva, the budget
remains embattled.
Said House Speaker Thomas "Tip" O'Neill, "the fight will be waged when he comes
back." If true, what are the Soviets to think
of this? Not much. Undoubtedly they will
see Reagan as a man with no power to
bargain, because anything he agrees to can
unravel in the hands of a contentious Congress.
With uncertainty everywhere, nobody,
save a fool, can expect a substantive
agreement to come out of Geneva. No one
does. At this point, both sides would be
delighted if they got through the meal
without spilling the drinks on each other,
and with rhetoric in a more optimistic
chord. Anything else would be dessert.
Hill is a Kiplinger fellow persuing a
masters degree in journalism at Ohio State
University.

sonal interest and extensive
background. It is an opportunity to fill a position in which
a person can truly make a
difference.
While I have had a hand in
initiating legislation fundamental to the Department of
Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities, the
challenge of implementing
this and other legislation now
becomes my challenge.
The new representative in
the Fifth Distinct of the House
of Representatives is Randy
Gardner of Bowling Green.
I am confident that he will
work hard for his constituents
and be responsive to their
needs.
My wishes for Representative Gardner are that you
treat him as nicely as you
have me and that he will
derive the same satisfaction
from his responsibilities as
have I.
Brown is the former state
representative from the Fifth
District.

which lasted until the riots of the
1960's finally brought it to an
end. Who can lustily the documented fact that our government helped to bring Pinochet to
power in Chile by a coup d'etat
against a legally elected government.
Is the U.N. perfect, no. Is the
United States perfect, no. But
we should not resign nor retreat,
but rather be actively involved
and evolve toward our ideals.
David A. Vaughan
OCMB69M

Leave Phi Delts alone
This letter is addressed to
those who sponsored the personals to the Phi Delta Theta fraternity in last week's editions of the
BG News. I. as well as many
others, found those personals to
be not only uncalled for, but
very unjust.
First of all, the incident occurred so long ago that there are
no remaining members of the
fraternity that had anything to
do with it. I am sure mat there
are other more current factors
that you could focus your attention on improving instead of
attacking innocent bystanders.
If not, perhaps you should abandon your fight and leave it to
those more oapable of getting
results.
The Phi Delts have worked
hard to improve their image and
college relations. I think mat it
is unfair for that image to be
destroyed by an organization
that seems to have nothing else
better to do with their time.
What could you possibly ac-

complish by a personal addressed to men who no longer
attend this University?
Beth Main
203 Chi Omega

■

Joanne Saporito
OCMBKZSC
Jacqueline Zanona
OCMBM745
Debra Jentis
OCMB«921

Let old incident die
We are "writing with regard to
the personals printed in the BG
News on Nov. 14. Not one or two,
but three separate personals
have been expressed including:
"PHI DELTS - WE REMEMBER" and "ASK A PHI DELT
WHAT HAPPENED IN APRIL,
1981."
Now let's think about this!
First of all, even if any of the Phi
Delts were freshmen at that
time, it is likely they would have
Eaduated by this time, let alone
ve contributed to the alleged
incident of sexual improprieties
in 1981. Secondly, is it necessary
for an organization as a whole to
take the blame for something
that happened by certain individuals five years ago? Most of
the present Phi Delts do not even
know what took place. Finally,
is it really worth the time and
effort to rehash this overly-exhausted issue?

Bring band to Cal Bowl
It has recently come to my
attention that the BGSU Marching Band will not be accompanying the football team to
California.
The reason given for this, was
of course, lack of funds, as was
stated in a recent article printed
in the BG News. Surely the University can find some way to
send the band to support our
team in the California Bowl.

We, as women, regret the incident that took place as we are
sure the present Phi Delts will
agree. But how lone will this
reminder of what the present
Phi Delts did not do go on?

Through the years, the band
has given both its support and
spirit to the football team, and
can prove to be a useful cheering
squad, especially in California
where there will be a limited
amount of BG fans. It is my
opinion that should the band be
allowed to play in the California
Bowl, they, along with the football team, can bring a sense of
pride and recognition to our
school. It should also be noted
that I am not a member of the
band, but a devoted fan.

We can only hope that in the
future, those who are responsi-

Kim Piianowski
OCMBM707

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
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ble for the slander of an innocent
Sup of individuals will think
ore they make ignorant
statements again.
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Respond
The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, doublespaced and signed. Your address and phone number must
be included.
The News reserves the right to
reject submissions that are in
bad taste, malicious or libelous.
AD submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address submissions
to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
ZM West Hall

by Berke Breathed
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GSS wants budget increase CISG approves increased
internal representation

by Dave Harding
copy editor

With the University fiscal budget in the works,
the Graduate Student Senate has voted to recommend that the administration place a high budgetary priority on increased campus lighting and
library maintenance.
At a meeting Friday, GSS President Dave
Anderson said the University has improved campus lighting with the installation of mercury vapor
lights, but there are still areas that have been left
in the dark.
The GSS unanimously approved a resolution
which states that "the University respond to the
need of improved lighting on the BGSU main
campus through budgetary action."
The two places stressed at the meeting were the
library and the center area around the University
seal.
GSS voted to draft a cover letter to the resolution that includes a partial list of areas on campus
that are in need of Illumination. The places cited
were the parking lot by the television station, the
commuter lot behind the Student Health Center,
the trail behind Overman Hall and the Psychology
Building.
"WE WANT to set the attention of the people
who are creating the budgets that grad students

are concerned about campus lighting," Anderson
said. "There are many grad students who have
classes late at night and don't get out until after
dark."
Another issue discussed was the policy for
assigning study carrels, located on the seventh
and eighth floors of the library.
The current policy assigns library carrels on a
first come, first served basis, which has not found
favor with GSS because carrels are not distributed
on need.
"We had one department who returned to school
earlier and reserved 20 percent of the carrels."
Anderson said. "I'm not saying that's necessarily
unfair but reservations shouldn't have been taken
until more people returned to school."
GSS discussed a variety of methods of assigning
study carrels, including on a degree basis or by
office status.
Assigning carrels on a degree basis would mean
a particular number of carrels would be alloted to
each department depending on its size. Priority
would then be assessed first on whether students
are working on dissertations or thesis.
By implementing an office status policy, carrels
would be alloted on the basis of how little office
space each department has. If there are 20 graduate students in one office then they would receive
more carrels than a department that has two
people to an office.

by Zora Johnaon
staff reporter

The general assembly of
the Undergraduate Student
Government last night approved a proposed first
■muniment to Its constitution. It will provide for increased representation
within the organization.
The amendment will provide for six more representative seats to the general
assembly of USG. The seats
will be divided equally between at-large, district and
organizational representatives, said Mike McGreevey,
USG president.
With passage by a twothirds majority of the general
assembly, the proposed
amendment must now go

through the proper channels,
ending with approval by the
Board of Trustees and President Paul Olscamp, McGreevey said.
The proposed amendment
reads, ^'The general assembly shall be composed of 38
permanent seats within its
ranks, equally divisible, to be
the acting voice of the student
body to ensure quality representation set forth by the
spirit of the constitution."
This will be the first amendment to the USG constitution,
since it was accepted last
year, said Brad Krider, vicepresident of USG and member of the committee which
wrote the amendment.
"We reached the figure of
36 seats because we wanted to
extend each division of rep-
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Call now at 352-1195

Two Bedroom Furnished

In

The course will cover:
•k management of service operations
* restaurant/food service operations
* hotel operations
* key industry ratios
* performance analysis

$270/mo plus gas and electric

Furnished Efficiency
mo

$225/ gas heat included
tenant shares with electric

KM

Brewttj vs. Bengils
feertall game
•mSUAO.

Prerequisites: ACCT 221 and junior standing,
or consent of the instructor
For more Information, contact the College of
Business Administration Office of the Dean
(371 BA)
Restaurant and Institutional Food Service
Management Students Welcome

All residents have the privilege of
using The Cherrywood Health Spa
located at tr* and High St.
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-4:30

Reservations can be
made at the UAO office,
3- floor Union.
Final payments due
December 11, 1985
For more information
call 372-2343

McGreevey said that the
amendment probably would
not go into effect until next
semester, because the approval process will take some
time. But he added that he
thought that if it is approved,
it will greatly increase representation in USG.
"Also, along with the
amendment, I will be emphasizing the point that internal affairs needs to enforce
such by-laws as attendance
for all of these representatives," McGreevey said.

*3*

College Days in Steamboat
Skiing Package

425 E. Woostor
Located In Open Pantry

resentatives by two more
seats," Krider said.
USG now has SO representative seats. This year two exofficio seats were also extended to Latin Student Union
and Black Student Union.

214 Napoleon Rd.

But iatves
■rVffftvQ HfWIWfl

Union Oval
Sunday at

• UAO. iffiM

9:30 Mfc

November 24Hi
at Cleveland
Stadium
C0$T:*22.00

FALL

PIZZA OUTLET

SALE

IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION

372-6945
SPECIAL TIES
VEGETABLE SUB
alfalfa sprouts, tomato, black olives, mushrooms, blend of cheese with your choice of dressing
TURKEY—BACON—SUB
lettuce, tomato and dressing

$Z,

turkey, bacon, provolone cheese,
$3.

THE POOR BOY
ham, salami, turkey, provolone cheese with
lettuce, onion, tomato, pepperoncini and dressing

Wi

75

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
FORUM

40

40

Student Services Building

SUB MENU
Roast Beef, Turkey, Pastrami, Ham, Salami, Pepperon i & Mozzarella all with cheese
Corn Beef & Cheese

Nov. 19-20
SENSATIONAL BUYS ON:

$2."
$3.,c

PIZZA MENU
BASIC
3 ITEM
EXTRA ITEMS
We also have Specialty Pizzas

9"
2.75
3.90
.50

12"
4.75
6.50
.75 1

PIZZA WITHIN 10 MIN.
Hours Mon.-Fri. 4 p.m.-l 1 p.m.

L.

Trade Books
Clothes
Supplies
Gifts
Art Supplies

14"
6.50
9.00
00

COUPONS AFTER 6:00 p.m.

|

PHONE:
372-2851

Regular Hours
M-F
8:00-5:00
Sat.
9:00-5:00
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Football

Continued from page 1.
pus was good for 28 yards to
Kelvin Farmer. Unfortunately
tor UT, Fanner lost control of
tfae ball and Falcon Sean Dykes
scooped it up.
"The fumble in third quarter
after the long completion was
the most critical play in the ball
game," UT coach Dan Simrell
said. "We were only down 14
points at halftime and we
could've still come back, but
that play took us right out of the
ball game. It was the turning
point in the game."

Cheerleaders ask 'Will you marry me?'
Student reveals nuptial notions at football game before 28,000
by Melissa McGlllivray
reporter

The Falcons marched down
field in the ensuing drive for
their final score. A 47-yard toss
from McClure to Bayless keyed
a drive that ended with Bernard
White running six yards untouched into the end zone.
UT's deepest penetration
came late in the third quarter
with Sager at the helm. The
drive came to an abrupt end
when Rocket running back Eddie Harris hobbled a short pass
completion and Joe Foley
pounced on the ball.
WHILE MOST of BG'S game
was "error-free," Paul Silvi
missed two field goals, his first
misses of the year.
While the BG defense stifled
the Rocket offense and the Falcon offense moved the ball consistently, the credit for the win
may not rest with either. In fact,
praise for BG's success may
rest with two inanimate objects - Stolz's old hunting boots.
"I purchased these back in
1956 for hunting, just to tell you
how old they are, he said of the
muddied boots. "I wore them for
the last game during my two
undefeated seasons at Alma.
Today, I told Brian, 'I got my
boots. Don't worry about the
game.'"

Photo/VInc* Walter
Mike Sell, senior criminal justice major (left), put an engagement ring on Lorl LaPatra's finger In the
bleachers before the football game Saturday afternoon.

Some men propose marriage
during a romantic dinner tor
two. He preferred a different
atmosphere - a football game
with 28,000 people in attendance.
Mike Sell, senior criminal justice major, proposed to Lori
LaPatra, an office worker at a
Mansfield bank, at the BG-UT
football game Saturday.
At 1 pjn., the cheerleaders
held up a sign that said, "LORI
LAPATRA - I LOVE YOU!
WILL YOU MARRY ME?"
Then a tuxedo-clad friend of
Sell's brought the engagement
ring and roses to Lapatra, who
accepted the proposal.
But Sell doesn't consider himself the romantic type.
"I don't think I'm the romantic type, but I want to be," he
said.
He said he got the idea from a
relative of LaPatra's.
"Her brother-in-law did something really big," he said. He
added that the brother-in-law
wore a prince's costume and
rode a white horse to the shopping center where his girlfriend,
LaPatra's sister, worked. He
then got on one. knee and said
'Will thoust marry me?"
according to Sell.

SELL SAID he had other ideas
at first, such as having his proposal shown on the scoreboard,1
but that the ideas "fell together'
and formed the one he finally
used. He was pleased with the
results.
"She felt really special and
that's what I wanted it to do," he
said.
Friends and family of both
Sell and LaPatra were also involved in the plans. But LaPatra
was surprised by the proposal.
"I was very surprised - I
wasn't expecting it," she said."I
looked at it and said 'Oh, that's
me' - and read on."
After that, LaPatra said she
was a little embarassed, but
mostly "excited."
"I didn't even pay attention to
the game; I was in a dream
world," she said.
The couple have been dating
for a year and four months, she
said. She added that they had
made plans for the wedding in
advance, but Sell had not actually proposed.
"He's very creative," she
said. "I knew it would be something different but I didn't know
what."
The couple have set the date of
their marriage for Nov. 1,1986,
the anniversary of LaPatra's
parents.

Bowling Green 21
Toledo 0
Scoring by quarter*

M
(IT

7
0

0 — 21
0—0

Scoring summery
Fir* quarter
BG - Hunter 29-yard pees from McClure (SlM
■.■eH DO 7-0
BG — Hertman 22-yard Interception return (SIM
hrtl.BG 144)
Second quarter
rioacoring
Third quarter
BG - White 6-yard run (SIM hrt). BG 210
Fourth quarter
No scoring
Attendance — 28.110 (.second largest in BG history!

Goal
posts
Continued from page 1.
Kevin McHugh, assistant athletic director, to protect the goal
posts.
According to Tim MacKinnon,
assistant baseball coach, "I got
word from Kevin (McHugh) at
the beginning of the fourth quarter that we were to protect the
goal posts. I then instructed the
players... and told them 'don't
get hurt and protect yourselves.' "
According to Jack Gregory,
athletic director, the Contest
Management workers were instructed to walk away if the
number of people rushing the
field became too great. Bess
said police forces were also instructed to "back away when we
were obviously outnumbered."
"Contest Management people
are in no way security people
and we don't want them to be
that," Gregory said. "We had
them out there because they
would be visible (with the
orange jackets), and hopefully
mat would discourage the fans.'
Announcements were also
made throughout the fourth
quarter requesting people remain off the Held.
Public Safety and the athletic
department, in anticipation of
the crowd which topped 28,000,
assigned 20 uniformed officers
to handle security at the game.
Ten officers are usually employed at regular season games.
"I'm satisfied we made appropriate efforts to keep the goal
posts intact," Bess said. "I kept
all the officers on the field, they
did not even take traffic posts
until they (the fans) were gone."
Gregory estimated the goal
posts to be worth $3,500, and said
Ke athletic department will not
replace them right now because
the NCAA Rules Committee is
deciding on whether to raise the
height of the uprights by 10 feet.
In a related incident, Univerce located one of the
in the courtyard of
, Quadrangle Sunday
. Bess said. Officers conI the post which was being sectioned off by five males.
No charges were ffled.

The AT&T Card eliminates fumbling with coins
and hassling over bills.
The AT&T Cqrd. The fast, easy way
to call long distance- from anywhere
to anywhere, anytime. The AT&T Card makes
keeping in touch with friends and family a lot more
convenient when you're at school.
You'll be able to get through on almost any public
phone—on campus or off—without bothering with
coins. And youll actually pay up to 500 less than for
AT&T collect, third-party or coin state-to-state calls.
In fact, for most calls, it's the lowest rate next to
direct dialing. And there's no charge to order the
Card; no minimum usage fee.
You can also use your card to make calls from
other people's rooms: the charge will show up on your

bill, not theirs. No need to call collect or charge it to a
third party.
You'll also eliminate a lot of hassle if you share a
phone with roommates. With the AT&T Card, you'll
get your own separate monthly bill itemizing only
your calls. You'll pay more per call than if you dialed
direct-but you'll save a lot of headaches trying to
figure out who owes what.
As you can see, the AT&T Card eliminates all
kinds of hassles. And you can get one whether or not
you have a phone in your own name Put The Eliminator
to work for you. Sign up for your AT&T Card by completing and mailing the attached application. For more
information call toll free 1 800 CALL ATX Ext. 4589.
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Student group
backs divestment

Pfiefer also commended
Celeste on his recent trip to
the University of Cincinnati.
but said be left one thing off
his agenda when visiting the

would outweigh the benefits.
"I am personally not opposed
to divestment, but after hearing
the opposing side there could be
some long-term implications,"
said Kelly McCoy, USG national, state and community affairs coordinator. "For
example, after Dartmouth divested, major corporations
pulled funds from the school."
Other members expressed opposite feelings about the issue.
"I have no sympathy for anyone who has invested money In
South Africa," said Don Bryant,
a delegate from Youngstown
State University. "Black people
know bow to run their country
and will be running it soon. We
should get on the side of the
people who will be on top."
The delegation from Akron
University voiced concern about
whether or not OSA was a
proper forum for discussion
about a major issue such as
divestment.
Chip Blickle, a delegate from
Ohio State University, countered this argument.
"If we set a precedent of backing away from things, what
we're saying is that when something comes up we should lust
let the legislators handle it,"
Blickle said. "We're a representative group and we should continue to provide voice through
united feeling."

by Zora Johnaon
staff reporter

Members of the general assembly of the Ohio Student Assoeiation have voted
overwhelmingly to support a
resolution advocating divestment in South Africa by universities.
At its meeting held at the
University last weekend, OSA
passed the resolution with 43
people in favor, 17 against and
three abstentions. All but one of
the 12 state institutions were in
attendance at the conference.
The six-member delegation
from the University's Undergraduate Student Government
voted against the resolution, because the general assembly of
USG last week decided it was
not in support of divestment.
But Mike McGreevey, USG
president, asked to go on record
wttfa the statement mat "BGSU
is strongly opposed to the apartheid system. Our negative vote
is cast concerning divestment
and economic ramifications that
are beyond the scope of this
body."
^
MANY OF the remarks made
at the conference were reiterations of those made at the last
USG meeting. Once again, the
question was raiser] as to
whether or not the long-term
implications of divestment

5 students
elected to
committee

Pfiefer
Continued from page 1.

Four men and a woman were
elected Friday as at-laree representatives to the Advisory
Committee for General Fee Allocations (ACGFA).
The new undergaduate representatives are David Merkel,
junior political science major,
who received 87 votes (of 171
ballots cast); Lisa Miragliotta,
senior music education major,
52 votes; Mark Sivy, junior history major, 45 votes; and John
Nehrenz, Junior food service and
restaurant management major,
45 votes.
Seven persons were on the
ballot for undergraduate student
representative, but only one person ran and was elected as graduate student representative.
Graduate representative for
the coming year is Joshua Isenberg, graduate assistant in
lies. Isenberg received three

"I would have suggested
that the governor enroll in
some basic banking and savings and loan courses, as well
as an introduction to ethics,"
he said, referring to the
state's recent savings and
loan crisis after the collapse
of ESM Securities, Inc.
Pfiefer also made reference to his party opponents,
former governor James Rhodes and state Sen. Paul Gilmore.
"I would encourage you to
vote for Paul Gilmore if I
don't get the nomination. But
I feel strongly about James
Rhodes. I don't see new ideas
or new approaches coming
from his administration," be
said. "I think to elect the
oldest governor in America is
not the right image to put
forth in Ohio."

Student organization representatives had previously
been elected to ACGFA, a committee representing faculty,
staff and students that distributes student general fees to
campus organizations.

"This is a great state but it
can either move forward,
drift along or go backwards,
Pfiefer said. "We're still recovering from some of the
things that Dick Celeste did,
letting the state slide the last
four years. The time has
come to move on."

Senator Paul Pfiefer
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Complete and mail to: The AT&T Card, College Program,
P.O. Box 5362, Cincinnati, OH 45201 - 5362
Picas* Print

APPLICANT INFORMATION

Applicant's Full Name (Last. First, Middle)

Date of Birth

Street Address (college)

Apt*

Telephone Number (college)

<

City

State

How long at address

)

yrs.

Social Security Number
Zip Code
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Including Spouse
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College Telephone is in
□ own name D roommate's name D spouse* name □ do not have a phone in my room D Other.
Name of Parent/Guardian
Address
City
State
Zip Code

Parent/Guardian Telephone No.

(

)

Citizenship

Are you a

US. Citizen?

O Yes

D No

COLLEGE AND EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

College Name

Student Status
□ Full Time
D Part-Time

Major

Graduation Date

□ Fr
DSoph
:

Student Housing
DDorm D Rent-House/Apt □ Own □ Parents
D Fraternity /Sorority Q Relatives
Other
Present Employer

Degree:
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D Bachelor
□ Graduate

Monthly Housing
Payment
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How long?
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Source of Other Income
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,
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$
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□ Summer Job
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$

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Credit references (include charge accounts, installment contracts, finance co., credit cards, rent, etc.).
Give complete list of all amounts owing.
Name of Creditor

City/State

Monthly
Payments

Type of Account

Student Loan

Financed by

Auto/Motorcycle (Yr. & Model)

Financed by

Balance Due

Other Obligations
D Checking
D Savings

D Both Checking
& Savings

Bank Name

City

State
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□ Both Checking
A: Savings

Bank Name

City

State

ADDRESS WHIM YOU WANT 1ILL MAILED (cord wlH bo moHod to Hits oddran)

Box #
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City/State
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(

)

I agree to pay for charges to the account in accordance with the terms of the applicable tariffs as explained in the ATaT Card Account Agreement which
ATiT will send me when my application is approved. I understand that my ATaT Card Account is subject to a maximum monthly usage limit of f 100. I
understand that once the monthly usage limit is reached, my ATaT Card will be deactivated until payment is received.
I am aware that information gathered about me will be assessed to determine my eligibility for the ATaT Card Account. If I ask, I will be told whether or
not consumer reports on me were requested and the names and addresses of the credit bureau that provided the reports. I am aware that I must notify
ATaT of any address changes
SIGNATURE: X.

Beer fast
raises funds
for Bacchus
Instead of drinking beer fast,
more than 200 Miami University
students opted for a Beer Fast
this weekend to raise money for
their campus' Bacchus chapter.
The 48-hour Beer Fast began
at noon on Friday and concluded
at noon Sunday, according to
Susan Vaughn, adviser to Miami's Bacchus chapter.
Bacchus stands for Boosting
Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University
Students.
Fasten lined up sponsors who
pledged an amount of money for
each hour the tasters went without alcohol, Vaughn said. More
than 2,000 Fasters and sponsors
participated.
The fasters wore buttons that
said "I'm Fasting" the entire 48
hours, she said. Ten of the 12 bar
owners around campus cooperated with Bacchus by selling
discount non-alcoholic drinks to
persons with buttons.
Vaughn said the fund-raiser
didn't affect the volume of sales
done by university bars, "but we
weren't measuring this in alcohol drunk or not drunk. The
important thing is the whole
campus has been aware of it."
The fund-raiser generated
more than $2,500 that Bacchus
will use this spring to arrange
symposiums and line up guest
speakers, Vaughn said.
The Alcohol Awareness Committee of Residence Life came
up with the idea for the fundraiser, Vaughn said. She added,
"We really had no expectations."
^^
As incentives to participate,
once the fasters collect the
money that has been pledged,
the committee will give away
three individual prizes of $50, |25
and 110 to the persons who
raised the most money. The
campus organization that raised
the most money will be given a
video-cassette recorder.

BG RADIATOR
For the BEST deal
For the BEST price
Quality work
always top
priority
520 South Maple
Bowling Green, OH
352-3133

-Date.

Note: In order to be considered for an ATaT Card, you must complete and sign this application.
Omission of any of the information requested in this application may be grounds for denial.

CALLTODAY
and have
our fabulous
Handsom*
Hunk

FOR RESEARCH ONLY
During an average month how much do you spend on long distance
telephone calls to places outside your area code?

AT&T

deliver your
Bouquet of
Balloon.

The right choice.
O 1B86 ATiT Communications

332-6061
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EXCLUSIVELY AT FOOD TOWN

THOUSANDS OF NAME
BRANDS DISCOUNTED

25 to 50%
TOUCH-N-SAVE

Our electronic
shopping network
makes these
big savings
possible!

Over 3000
products are
available to
select from,
in full color!
A NO RISK
GUARANTEE

EARN FREE
SHOPPING
DOLLARS!

If for any reason
you are unhappy
with your purchase
return it within
30 days for a
full refund!

Touch-n-Save
customers can
earn Bonus Checks
on selected
weekly special
buys. These checks
are bank checks
to be used for
purchases at
Food Town!

Fight at local club Residents
results in 2 arrests to light way
by Jim Nieman
Half reporter

Three Bowling Green police
officers were injured Friday as
they broke up a fight behind Mr.
Bojangles night club, 893 S.
Main St.
Four officers responded to a
complaint of a fight between two
men shortly after 2 a.m., police
said. When they arrived, Jerry
Johnson. 1005 N. Grove St., was
on top of another man, who was
not charged.
Police said they pulled Johnson off the man and, because
they knew the identity of the
man on the bottom (who is
white), they asked Johnson
(who is black) for identification.
Johnson became loud and obnoxious and accused police of
picking on him because he was
black, police said. Police explained to him why they were
asking him for identification
first, and Johnson took his wallet from his back pocket and
flashed his driver's license at
officers, they said.
An officer asked Johnson to
hand him the wallet, but he
refused, still complaining of
prejudice, police said. He then
stepped toward the man who he
had been fighting, who punched
Johnson.

AN OFFICER grabbed Johnson and pulled him back toward
the police car and told him to
settle down or he was going to go
to jail, police said.
They said Johnson then said.
"Take me to Jail, then," and by Phillip B. Wilton
grabbed the officer by the shirt. staff reporter
At that time, the officer told
Bowling Green City Council
Johnson he was under arrest
and threw him onto the car, passed a resolution last night
where he reportedly resisted as which asks residents to keep
their porchlights, candles and
he was being handcuffed.
The arresting officer twisted other fights fit in honor of the
his knee and sought treatment Geneva Summit meetings between President Ronald Reagan
on his own.
As Johnson was being ar- and Soviet Union General Secrerested, Timothy Murray, 328 tary Mikhail Gorbachev.
Conneaut Ave., jumped on the
The resolution was introduced
back of the officer. The officer
told Murray to get off or he to council by Mayor Bruce Bellard, who proposed that inwould be arrested
Murray got off the officer for a creased lighting should begin
few seconds, then again jumped tonight from dusk till dawn and
on the officer and was pulled off be repeated at the same times
and arrested by two officers, tommorrow evening.
who were Injured during the
BELLARD SAID the resoluarrest.
One officer suffered an injury tion gives individuals an opporto the hand, and the other re- tunity to become personally
involved in the Geneva Summit.
ceived a bump on the head.
"I think that it's important
Johnson was charged with assault, resisting arrest and disor- because it gives the president
derly conduct with persistence moral support in what he's attempting to do," be said.
and released.
Murray was charged with two
counts of assault and two counts
In other council announceof resisting arrest.
ments, At-Large Councilman Ed
Miller read a petition from 56
city residents who want the Carter Park Water Tower painted in
a neutral color, without emblems associated to the University.

for peace

TltCHCARTOfllOtLTWOOD-

We will gift
wrap your
order for
the holiday
season!
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SPARTUS

•Accurate Electric Movement
•Battery Reserve
•PM and Alarm-on Indicators
In our Clocks Department
Whle stocks last

Model 1106-C1
Item #3500111500

2.63

<•» Mi^n-mm—

"I said before I thought it
would be nice and these 56 signatures haven't changed my mind
one iota," Miller said.
In other reports, Public Works
Director Dave Barber said the
Manville Avenue Improvements
Project is completed except for
sod that is to be laid in certain
areas. He said the "road closed"
and "detour" signs will be removed as soon as the contractor
can be contacted.

BUY.SELL QUALITY USEP LPi
RENT LP's + tl*Doy +Dtp.
ROCK, JAZZ, BLUES, HETA L
HAKOCQKE, ALTERNATIVE

Spmd Buyd Fo* HtwmJM

SPARTUS LED DIGITAL ALARM CLOCK
•Bright 0.6-in. Display
•Walnut Woodgrain Case
•Snooze Bar

It's a week of great
voyages Its a
Ortterent fantasy
adventure every
mght. It's Fantastic
VoyagesWeek on
i The Movie Channel
You may not want to
come back to earth

Ward 2 Councilman David Elsass said there is room for compromise on the issue while
Miller maintained that the idea
of University representation on
the tower was a good one.

dS%&&

•Two Condensor Mikes
-Cushion Eject
•Direct On-Air Recording -Auto Tape Shut-oH
•Built-in AFC on FM
-AC/DC Operation
•Two Built-in Dynamic Speakers
•Tone/Volume/Balance Controls
•FM Stereo/Record Level/Baltery Indicators
•Batteries Not Included
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In our Audio/Portable Department
While stocks last

Model 3-5283
Item #1600055300

49.97

Compare at $17.95

Compare at $109.95

These special buys are available the entire month
of November, 1985, while stocks last.
FAST, CONVENIENT DELIVERY ANYWHERE
IN THE USA, WITHIN 3 TO 7 DAYS!

1044 NORTH
MAIN ST.

/IRTC7IRVED
V. CLASS RINGS

Open Weekdays
8 AM - MIDNITE
Sunday 9 am • 9 pm

ALBUMS

gaP

G.E. SLIMLINE AM/FM
CASSETTE PLAYER/RECORDER

After $5 mtr's Mail-in Rebate

CLASSIC Ms

Oct. II. It A M

DATE

10:00-4:00
TIME

Ualmnlty ■aekftorf), ItMltt
PIACE
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Accused hijackers convicted
for illegal arms possession
GENOA, Italy (AP) - Four
Palestinians accused of hijacking the Achille Lauro cruise ship
were convicted with a fifth man
yesterday on charges of illegal
possession of arms and explosives.
Three of the defendants said,
in written statements read in
court, aides to PLO official Mohammed Abbas delivered the
weapons used in the hijacking.
Abbas has denied this.
The court ordered prison
terms ranging from four to nine
years for the five men convicted
Cesterday. They face trial at a
iter date on charges of kidnapping and of murdering an American passenger aboard the
Italian cruise liner during the
Oct. 7-9 ordeal.
The United States has accused

Abbas of masterminding the hijacking.
A panel of three judges convicted the five men after hearing testimony in the morning.
There was no jury. The judges
deliberated for two hours and 20
minutes before announcing the
verdicts.
Dozens of heavily armed police in bulletproof vests patrolled the Palace of Justice and
nearby streets during the trial,
and everyone entering the courtroom was subjected to searches
by metal detectors and bombsniffing dogs.
THE FIVE defendants, in
handcuffs and blue jeans, were
brought into the gymnasiumsized courtroom and divided
among three metal-barred
cages.

Hostage release sought

They greeted their sentences
with an outburst of pro-Palestinian chants.
"We will defend with our blood
and soul our country," they
chanted in Arabic while waving
victory signs through the bars of
their cages.
The suffest sentence of nine
years plus a fine of 3 million lire
(about $1,700) was given to Mohammed Issa Abbas, identified
previously as Mohammed Kalaf, who was arrested in Genoa
carrying false passports before
the Italian ship began its cruise.

LONDON (AP) - The Archbishop of Canterbury's special envoy left for Lebanon
last night to meet again with
kidnappers of Americans
whose release he is trying to
arrange. He conferred with
U.S. officials in London.
"I think there are certain
things that I can now say (to
the kidnappers) which I hope
will take the conversations
forward and help us in this
long and difficult process of
negotiation," Terry Waite
told reporters at London's
Heathrow Airport.
He left with obvious urgency less than 24 hours after
arriving from Beirut. He

went there last week after
four of six missing Americans
wrote an appeal for help to
Archbishop Robert Runcie,
Siritual head of the Anglican
urch. He left on a Parisbound flight and was to fly to
the Lebanese capital.
Waite spent the morning
with U.S. officials who came
to London for the meeting,
and conferred separately
later with British government
officials.
He made a long report to
the archbishop Sunday night
at Lambeth Palace, Runcie's
London residence.
THE ENVOY would not
identify the U.S. officials or

!■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
THESIS
SPECIALISTS

give details of the talks.
"Loose words can cost lives
and I don't want any more
lives to be lost in this unhappy
drama," he said. "All I will
say is that today (Monday)
we had extremely useful and
helpful conversations."
Waite said he remained
"optimistic" and would stay
in Beirut "as long as necessary," but would not predict when the hostages might
be released.
"The point is that when you
have momentum you must
keep it going," he said. "I
think there's a good chance
we're going to go forward
again.

PIZZA

BROTHERS. Inc.

10% off thesis copying

Puff's
I Pizza
we deliver
352-1596

% 440 E. Court

osdif
JV§>
$5 HAIRCUT
30% off PERMS
with this AD

ASK FOR PEGGY

Med2
Item Pizza
•5.00
.4.*> ,nside

Dining Room Only

Expires: 11-22-85

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

all you can eat!
Foldover and Italian
PIZZAs. Every Tues..
Wed., Thurs., Sun.
4—10 p.m. ONLY
$3.79
(Bring this coupon for one free Pepsi)

•xpires 11-26-85

Beer on Tap

Exp. 11/25

352-8408

kinko's

PIZZA BROTHERS
BUFFET

Ecuador Sweater & Clothing
£2} Exhibit & Sale

#

Nov. 19-21

H^S

Promenade Lounge, Union
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

<&REDKEN

Imported sweaters, scarves & various
other clothing direct from Ecuador

products available

All price ranges!

I

Haircut

I Hours
| THE HAIR REPAIR
is closed on Mondays
T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30
Fri. - 9:30 - 7:00
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00

shampoo

THE "Where
HAIR
REPAIR
quality comes first"
located In the Stadium View Shopping Center
Lois

Leah

352-2566

Suzie

140 E. WOOSTER
352-0800
OPEN

Expires 11/27/85
\^

MONDAY-SATURDAY MM:30
THURSDAY'S TUX 8.-00 pa

Applications for

THE BG NEWS
STAFF POSITIONS
including staff editors, reporters,
copy editors and photographers
are now being accepted for Spring
Semester 1986.
Applications available from Patricia Ritter,
Editor, 210 West Hall.
Deadline: Tues., November 26,5 p.m.

ATTENTION
ALL GREEKS!

TWO-FERS

All Day^pAH Night

The IFMDC and NMPC
are having an
^GREEKjjar^^

WORLD'S GREATEST APPETIZERS
Two for the Price of One

at Uptown on Thursday,
November 21 at 4:00 p.m.

EVERY TUESDAY

All proceeds go to charity!

HON. MAIN
.

352-1092
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Rivers overflow banks; News Briefs
Seat beat, emissions bills possibly reconsidered
southern Ohio hard hit
Swollen streams edged over
their banks in parts of Ohio
ay, Mocking roadways in
areas and prompting
some school closings. The National Weather Service issued
flood warnings for the Hocking,
Scioto, Saint Joseph and Tiffin
rivers and for Wills Creek.
A letup in the rain in some
parts of Ohio allowed communities hit bv weekend flooding to
continue their clean-up efforts,
but the weather service forecast
a chance of rain throughout the
state today.
Hardest hit during the weekend was the village of Rockbridge in Hocking County, which
was flooded from the Hocking
River. Residents were returning
to their homes yesterday,
according to Capt. Eddie Miller
of the Good Hope Township Fire
Department.
''Most of what everybody's
doing today is cleaning up,"
Miller said.
Miller said at least two families were expected to stay at the
fire department last night, but
that other residents were return-

ing home with an eye toward the
"A LOT of people have decided to leave their furniture up
... because you don't know
what's going to happen," Miller
said.
The Scioto River continued to
flood some agricultural regions
near Circlevdle in Pickaway
County and at Piketon in Pike
County, but no evacuations were
necessary and no crops were
believed threatened. One state
road was blocked by high water
in Pike County.
In Athens County, all schools
in the Federal Hocking School
District, with about 1,200 students, were closed because
floodwaters made some roads
impassable. An elementary
school in the Athens City School
District also was closed because
of flooding of some streets.
One family was evacuated in
the Athens County village of
Chauncey, and one school there
closed because of high water.
The entire village was isolated
for a time over the weekend

when high water made all roads
to the village impassable.
The Hocking River overflowed
at Sugar Grove, blocking some
roads over the weekend, but
receded Sunday night. A few
families either moved out or
decided to stay at home in
flooded isolation.
AT ATHENS, where weather
data showed the Hocking about 4
inches above flood stage, the
city was protected along the
rechanneled river banks. But
flood gates were closed to control hillside runoff, and flood
pumps were used to control the
overflow.
In Marietta, the Ohio River
was reported just below flood
stage yesterday morning but
began falling by midday. High
water flooded two streets and
forced some merchants to take
precautions. No major damage
was reported.
"The water got in Just very
slightly ... It didn't do any
damage," said Robert Zide of
Zide's Sport Shop.

COLUMBUS (AP) - Sponsors of two Housedefeated bills requiring use of auto seat belts
and creating auto emissions testing programs
in Ohio's two largest metropolitan areas were
recounting votes yesterday in advance of their
possible reconsideration.
However, neither camp was ready to predict
the outcome.
An aide of Rep. Arthur Bowers, D-Steubenville, chief sponsor of the seat-belt bill, said
numerous members were being polled in ad-

vance of a reconsideration vote on that proposal, possibly today when lawmakers return
from weekend recess for what is billed as the
final week of the 1985 session.

The House defeated the Senate-approved
measure when it failed to gain 50 votes on
Thursday, but Bowers said his bill has some
support among eight House members who were
absent and that hopefully some of them will
show up to cast their favorable votes.

State board approves emergency school funding
COLUMBUS (AP) - The State Controlling
Board made more than $2.1 million in emergency fund money available for loans to three
school districts yesterday, bringing to eight the
number of systems now borrowing from the
state to stay open.
By contrast, only one district was forced to
dip into the loan fund in 1964, the Ohio Department of Education said.
Controllers approved the financial paperwork needed for loans of $1.57 million to the
Canton Local District in Stark County; $268,200

to the James Garfield Local District in Portage
County; and $339,000 to the Buckeye Valley
Local District in Delaware County. All the
loans must be repaid at 8.7 percent interest.
In addition, two separate loans of $100,000
each were approved tor the Garfield district
earlier this year.
James Van Keuren, director of the education
department's Division of School Finance, traced the three latest loans to drops in local tax
revenue.

Vegetation increases; African drought easing
NEW YORK (AP) - Newly analyzed satellite
photographs of famine-torn regions of Africa
show substantial increases in vegetation during
the last year - a sign that the drought may be
easing, a researcher says.

Take Your Holiday Break Early If

"Things are better in many places," said
James Tucker of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's Goddard Space Flight
Center in Maryland. "It probably means that
the natural conditions underlying the drought
are somewhat better in many areas."

Jk
THE SODA SHOPPE
Featuring
16 Flavors Ice Cream
Ice Cream Bars
Frozen Bananas

Sundaes
Malts, Shakes
Dipped Cones

Specials
November
Sodas $1.°°
Regular $1."
Wild Cherry, Strawberry or Rootbeer
An Old fashion treat
to satisfy the sweet tooth!

yttwmrffyoiioMPjiTWM^Htnffyffvw iSrmrT,"7iv".^

A special price break, that is, on
Macintosh™, the computer that is helping
students everywhere work smarter,
quicker and more creatively. The beauty
of Macintosh™ is that you don't have to
know anything about computers to use
one. In fact, you can be creating with
Macintosh™ faster than you can carve a
turkey or shovel your driveway.
Contact your campus Macintosh™
location for more information about the
Holiday Bundles available until December
31. And don't wait for Santa to bring
it .... he has enough to carry already!
"1985 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Macintosh is a trademark of Mclntosh Laboratory and is being used with its express permission.

For More Information ...
Contact: Computer Services/Math Science
372-2102

Bowling Green State University
Department of Ethnic Studies
Presents
Second Annual Conference on Ethnic Studies
Ethnic Studies: Crossroads to the Twenty-first Century
"A Changing Curriculum for Changing Times"
Thursday, November 21, 1985
DISTINGUISHED PRESENTERS:
Sessions In Bryan Recital Hall of the Moon Musical Arts Center
930 a.m.

Df. Torn* Arctniega. President
California SUM University, Bakersfleld
"Implications for Minorities In the Current Drive for Qualify In Higher Educatlon"
1030 a.m. Dr. Joseph Scott, Chairperson
Department of American Ethnic Studies
The University of Washington
■A Pragmatic Aho-American Curriculum for Changing Times"
11:15 a.m. Panel Discussion
Strategies for Curriculum Changes In Multicultural Education
1:30 pm Dr AW. Slngham
Chancellors Professor in Residence
Oty University of Ne» York
"Mew Curriculum for the Global Village"
2J0p.m. Dt. Jacouelyn N. Ztta
Assistant Professor, Women's Studies
University of Minnesota
"Cultural Pluralism: Curricula Reform in Post Secondary Education"
3:15 pm Panel Discussion"The Role of Ethnic Studies In Higher Education In the Twenty First Century"

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:
8 p.m. Main Auditorium, University Hall
Dr. Kenneth Clark
Dutlnguiehed Professor of Psychology Emeritus of the City College of the City
(Wversltyol fie. York
The Brown Decision: Implications for Change In American Education"

The Board of Student Publications
is now accepting applications for

EDITOR
of

THE BG NEWS
for
Spring Semester 1986
Applications available at 214 West Hall.
Deadline: Tues., November 26,5 p.m.

Sports

McGee captures NL MVP award
NEW YORK (AP) - Batting champion Willie McGee, the flashy center
fielder of the National League champion St Louis Cardinals, was named
the NL's Most Valuable Player by the
Baseball Writers Association of America yesterday.
McGee received 14 first place votes
from a 24-writer panel, two from each
league city, and finished with 280
points.
Dave Parker of the Cincinnati Reds,
who led the league with 12S runs batted
in, finished second with six firsts and

220 points. Pedro Guerrero of the NL
West champion Los Angeles Dodgers
was third with three firsts and 206
points and pitcher Dwight Gooden of
the New York Mets, who won the Cy
Young Award last week, finished
fourth with one first and 162 points.
Tommy Herr of St. Louis, Gary Carter of New York, Dale Murphy of
Atlanta, Keith Hernandez of New York,
John Tudor of St. Louis and Jack Clark
of St. Louis completed the top 10.
McGee, Parker and Guerrero were
the only players listed on all 24 ballots.

Points were assigned 14-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
with voters asked to list 10 players on
their ballots.
MCGEE BECAME the ninth Cardinal player to win the NL batting title,
hitting .353 last season. It was the
highest average ever for a NL switch
hitter, topping the mark of .348 by
Frankie Fnsch of the New York Giants
in 1923 and matched by Pete Rose in
1969. Mickey Mantle of the New York
Yankees set the major league mark in
1957 when he batted .365.

Batting second in the Cardinal
lineup, McGee led the league with 216
hits and 18 triples. He scored 114 runs,
third in the league and, with rookie
leadoff man Vince Coleman, served as
the catalyst for the racehorse St. Louis
attack which produced 311 stolen
bases.
McGee started the 1982 season at
Louisville of the American Association
and was called up in May to replace
injured David Green. He won a regular
job, batting .296 and helping the Cardinals win the world championship. In

the Series, he set a record for rookies
by hitting two home runs in Game 3.
His 24 putouts in the seven games tied
another recordMcGee became the 14th Cardinal
MVP winner since the BBWAA began
the award in 1931. The last one was
Hernandez, now with the New York
Mets, who shared the award in 1979
with Pittsburgh's Willie Stargell.
Gooden ana Tudor, who was second
in the Cy Young voting, were the only
pitchers to finish in the MVP top 10.

Charbonneau Broncos 'make icers' day'
provides relief
by Karl Smith
sports editor

by Tom Skemlviu
sports reporter
If hockey had an equivalent
to baseball's "Rolaids' Fireman of the Year Award,"
Bowling Green goaltender
Dave Charbonneau would
surely get a nomination after
Saturday
night's relief
performance
against Western Michigan.
Charbonneau, making his first
college ap- Charbonneau
pearance, replaced an injured Gary Kruzich late in the
second period to save the
Falcons^ 8-4 win over the
Broncos.
The back-up goalie received a standing ovation
from the sold-out Ice Arena
as soon as he stepped on the
ice. Charbonneau then expressed his gratitude by posting an outstanding 25-minute
performance, allowing only
one goal while stopping 11
WMUshots.
Bowling Green coach Jerry
York was impressed with his
freshman's clutch performance.
"It was like going to your
lefty in the bullpen after your
starting pitcher gets a blister
on his pitching finger," York
said. "He came out of the cold
and played strong. It wasn't a
surprise to us, though.
THE MOST surprised person in the arena was Charbonneau, who never thought he
would see action against

WMU.
"I WASNT really expecting it when Gary got hurt,"
Charbonneau said. "It
would've been easier if I was
starting. I could have prepared myself better."
But the Broncos found
Charbonneau more than ready.
WMU wasted no time testing the rookie's skills between
the pipes. The Broncos
riddled Charbonneau with
three shots in his first two
minutes on the ice.
But with each Broncos' shot
Charbonneau became
stronger and less fearful of
the potent WMU offense
which launched 86 shots at the
BG net in the two-game series.
"I was hoping I would get
some shots right off the bat,"
Charbonneau said. "That
first shot really helps your
confidence."
One shot which didn't help
much of anything came off
the stick of Bronco Troy
Thrun.
Thrun's slapshot in the
third period hit Charbonneau
in the groin sending the Chatham, Ont. native to the ice in
pain and BG head coach
Jerry York into a state of
panic.
BG'S THIRD goalie, Dan
Kwilas, was not in uniform
due to an alternating game
plan with Charbonneau. With
all three goalies out, York
contemplated putting BG's
most prolific scorer, right
wing Ja• See Charbonneau, page 10.

The weekend series between
Western Michigan and Bowling
Green was a lot like a Clint
Eastwood movie.
There was plenty of shooting,
a few brawls ana the guys in
white came out on top in the end.
The Falcons swept the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
series 8-7 (Friday) and 8-4 (Saturday) in the BG Ice Arena. The
teams combined for 140 shots
and were whistled for 63 penalties. As a result of the excessive
penalty total, 12 of the 27 goals
came on power plays.
"We're improving offensively
each weekend," BG coach Jerry
York said. "The thing that concerns me is that we're taking too
many penalties, which of course
puts our offensive team on the
bench."
The Falcon offense struck fast
and furious Saturday, leaping to
a 5-0 lead in the first period. Don
Barber had two goals while Paul
Ysebaert addeda goal and an
assist and Brian McKee had two
n«i«t«

NOT TO BE out done. WMU
scored the first three goals of the
second period, all on the power
play, to close the gap to 5-3.
Ysebaert added a BG power
play goal and Chad Arthur
netted a score to end the second
period at 7-3.
During the second period, Falcon goalie Gary Kruzich went
down with a bruised knee.
Freshman Dave Charbonneau
replaced him and allowed only
one goal the remainder of the
game (see related story, same
page).
The Falcons netted one goal in
the final period with Jamie
Wansbrough doing the honors.
Bronco goalie Bill Horn had
just 18 saves for the game, while

BG News/Joe Phelan
Bowling Green's Jamie Wansbrough struggles past Western Michigan's Rob Bryden on his way down the ice.
Wansbrough had two goals in the Falcons' 8-7 OT win on Friday and two more goals in Saturday's 8-4 victory
over the Broncos.

Charbonneau and Kruzich combined for 39.
"Goaltending won the game
for Bowling Green," WMU
coach Bill Wilkinson said. "The
bottom line is that you need good
goaltending to win and we didn't
get it. They (BG) did."
While they lacked goaltending, the Broncos didn t suffer
from a lack of scoring opportunities, outshooting BG 38-26.
"We got good movement on th
puck, we just didn't cash in,"
Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson got more than

Falcons 'toast' MAC clincher
They stood facing each other,
waiting like prisoners on death
row for the inevitable moment to

arrive.
There would be no last-second
reprieve, no call from the
governor, their fate was as
sealed as that of the team which
tried to prevent the execution.
Saturday afternoon, about
3,000 fans carried out the
sentence - the goal posts at Doyt
L. Perry Stadium were torn
down.

BG Newt/Jo* Phelan
Falcons' offensive back coach Reggie Oliver lights up a foot-long
stogie and dons a new crown to celebrate BG's 21 -0 victory over Toledo
which clinched the MidAmerican Conference title.

This football ritual signifies
that fans are celebrating a
momentous occasion. This
weekend's display proved no
exception.
Bowling Green's football team
bad clinched the Mid-American
Conferencee championship,
earning a trip to the California
Bowl. To the jubilation of 28,000
fans, the undefeated Falcons not
only won the title, but blanked
arch-enemy Toledo 21-0.
The victory came under a
typically overcast sky. The sun
hadn't been seen in so long that
some suggested its picture be
put on a milk carton.
DESPITE THE conditions, it
was still Bowling Green's day in
the sun.
As fans poured onto the field,
some mobbed BG players and
chanted the traditional "were
NO. 1." But most just plodded
across the muddy terrain, arms
held high, enjoying the euphoric
rush which swept through them.
It was a time for celebration.
A time to forget that Brian
McClure and many other great
players were graduating in
May. Yet most importantly, a
time to remember the feeling
you were experiencing.
Because at that moment, no
matter what the Top-20 rankings
said. Bowling Green was the
best.
For almost 20 minutes, fans
paraded on the field as if they
were children again. However,
it soon came for them to return
to their prior state.
Meanwhile, in the joyous
Falcon locker room the
childhood regression had just
I kids, many of the Falcons
watched on television as a
championship team celebrated
by (dousing each other with
chaampagne. Each child
lof being involved in
such festivities.
Saturday, flanker Greg
Meehan was the first to fufill his
dream as be shook a bottle and

uncorking it watched a streamline of bubbly engulf Vince
Villanucci's face.
ANIMATED OFFENSIVE
offensive back coach Reggie
Oliver sauntered into the party
preceded by the foot-long cigar
he was smoking.
"Nah this stogie ain't from
Fidel Castro," Oliver said
jokingly. "This cigar is my Red
Auerbach model. As soon as I
knew we had the game wrapped
up, I lit up."
After being singled-out by the
media all season, McClure
appeared to take special joy in
just being "one of the guys''
during the celebration.
"This is a time to enjoy with
my teammates," McClure said.
"This is a great bunch of guys
and we had a super season.
The year isn't over, though.
BG must finish the regular
season Saturday in Athens
against Ohio University, before
traveling to California to meet
Fresno State.
But a celebration next week
would be anti-climatic and the
party in Fresno loses its
intamacy with BG fans 2,000
miles away.
Saturday's party was
interrupted momentarily with
the official invitation to coach
Denny Stolz by a California
Bowl committee representative.
For several minutes the
representive talked about how
BG's numerous
accomplishments had thrust the
school into the national
limelight.
HOWEVER, AS he concluded
his presentation it became clear
not all in BG had quite become
household names.
"Cal Bowl invitations are not
given, they are earned," the
representative said. "So
cogratulations are in order for
the Falcons and bead coach
Denny SCHULTZ."
Well, what's in a name
anyway.
• See Celebration, page 10

movement out of Jeff Crossman,
who spent much of the series in
the penalty box or earning a seat
in it. Crossman had 18 penalty
minutes, including a 10-minute
misconduct he received along
with McKee.
"HE'S (CROSSMAN) been
that way for three years," BG
defenseman Todd Flichel said.
"That's his game, he's effective
as a tough, physical grinder, but
when he tries to outskate someone, he gets in trouble."
Saturday's game was decided

early, but Friday's contest went
right down to the wire.
The Falcons held leads of 3-0
and 6-2 with goals from Brian
Meharry (two), Greg Parks,
Doug Claggett, Andy Gribble,
and Don Barber. After a Henry
Fung goal late in the second
period, WMU Stu Burnie took
charge.
Burnie netted three goals in
the first 8:28 of the finafregulation period, two on the power
play. Wansbrough broke a 6-6 tie
• See Hockey, page 11.

Harriers conclude
year with regionals
Collas just misses qualifying
by Jeff McSherry
sports reporter
BG's Sara Collas, with only a half mile to go in Saturday's
NCAA District Four cross country meet, desperately chased
her competition in attempt to come back and qualify for the
NCAA Championships.
The senior from Cleveland Heights, in 14th place at this
point, must have sensed this could be the end of her collegiate
career because she stormed back and finished eighth with a
time of 18:27.
Her performance, however, was a classic case of being too
little, too late. Her time left her just seven seconds and one
place from qualifying for the national championships.
Sid Sink, BG's men's and women's coach, noted that Collas
gave a great effort and if she had competed in any of the other
regional meets, she would have probably qualified.
It's sad Sara didn't qualify, Sink said. "She has had a
super three years at BG and I don't think we've ever had
someone as dominant for the women."
THE MEET, run at Indiana University in Bloomington, Ind.,
did, indeed, field some of the nation's top teams. Stephanie
Herbft, the race's individual champion in 17:25, led Wisconsin's perennial powerhouse to an impressive win.
Behind the Badgers, who scored 39 points, were the Northwestern harriers who tallied 81. These two teams will travel to
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, this weekend to compete in the NCAA
CJuunpionship. The Falcon women finished eighth with 243
points, barely edging out conference foe Eastern Michigan who
had 244.
"Team-wise, we didn't come on as we'd like to have," Sink
said. "But we knew that there was no way we would finish in
the top two and qualify."
Other BG finishers included Lori Grey in 35th, Jill Soster
61st, Kathy Kabicki 65th, and Suzie Deters 91st.
BG's men harriers, who also competed in the district
qualifier Saturday, had a couple surprises.
While senior captain Tom Franek struggled, uncharacteristic of his performances all year, junior transfer Dave Mora ran
one of his best races of the year.
"It's a shame that Tom had a bad meet after he ran so well
all season," Sink said.
MORA, ON THE other hand, was spectacular on the muddy
10,000-meter course, placing 20th in 32:47. His time left him
seven places and 10 seconds short of qualifying for the NCAA
Championships. According to Sink, it was only a matter of time
before the transfer from Cleveland State turned in such a
performance.
See Harriers, page 10.
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Celebration
(continued from page 9)
As the post-game party
ended, some talked about the
future.
For a few players like McClure, the future holds an
NFL career. For many it
means getting a Job in the
"real worldT And unfortunaly for some, the future offers nothing good but
memories of the past.
And what about the BG
football program? Is there a
future after the McClures,
Dawsons, and Hunters remove the shoulder pads for
the final time.
The answer may have come
as Stolz left the press room
Saturday.
As he walked down a dark
corridor in the bowels of
Perry Stadium, Stolz paused
to talk with one of his freshman players who saw little
action during the season.
"Did the reporters come up
to you and interview you today?" Stolz asked.
The player replied, "No,
not today coach, but I guarantee next year I'll give them
something to write about."
Maybe the athletic department better order two more
sets of goal posts, just in case.

Falcon spikers wallop
Windsor in four games

Spinks vs. Cooney
NEW YORK (AP) Agreement has been reached
for a fight between Michael
Spinks, the International Boxing Federation heavyweight
champion, and Gerry Cooney
for March, Hie Associated
Press learned Saturday.
Contracts have not been
signed, a source told the AP.
But they are expected to be
finalized upon the return of
promoter Butch Lewis from
Europe next week. Lewis promotes Spinks' fights and is
the champion's adviser.

Despite victory, BG ends season with 12-14 record
by Tom SkernMtz
sports reporter

The roDercoaster season for
Bowling Green's volleyball
team ended just when the ride
was becoming fun.
The Falcons finished the 1965
season with a win over Canadien
neighbors the University of
Windsor. BG downed the Lancerettes in four games 13-15,15-5,
154, and 17-15, Friday night in
Windsor.
The victory upped the Falcon
spiker's final overall record to
12-14. BG also finished two
games under .500 last year with
14-18 record.
BG coach Deniae Van de Walle
had preseason hopes of finishing
in the top four in the Mid-American Conference, but the Falcons
finished with a disappointing 6-

12 record in the MAC.
Inconsistency plagued BG all
year.
The defeat of Windsor, combined with the victory over Toledo last week, gave the Falcons
a two game winning streak to
end the season. BG was faced
with both the good and bad of a
season full of streaks.
After starting out 0-3,the Falcons went on to win five out of
the next six games. The season
was starting to look as rosy as
Van de Waffe's predictions.
BUT A 1-7 streak, with six of
the seven losses coming against
MAC foes, dropped BGTs record
below .500 and their hopes even
lower.
A three game winning streak
on the road brought BG back
into preseason hopes .but, upon
returning home, lost four of the

Rocky XL Rococo

next five games before winning
their last two games.
Tatting the Falcons all year
was senior Debbie Hopkins.
Hopkins led the Falcons in
three categories, hitting percentage, aces, and digs. She
averaged .51 aces per game, 3.70
digs per game and a .287 hitting
percentage.

No specific date has yet
been set for the fight, and five
sites are being considered.
Terms of the contract were
not known, but Lewis recently
complained that Dennis Rappoport, Cooney's manager,
was asking for purse parity.
IBF President Robert Lee
has said mat Spinks would be
stripped of bis crown if he
fights an unranked opponent
Cooney is not ranked at this

Sophomore Jo Lynn Williamson came on strong in the second
half of the seasonto lead the
team in kills with a S.14 per
game average.
Junior Lisa Berardinelli led
the team in blocks with a .88 per
game average, while sophomore
Barb Baker, who handled all the
setting duties, finished with 9.17
assists per game.

Harriers

Win A Trip For Two
To The California Bowl!
Rocky Rococo in conjunction
with the BGSU Falcon Club
will be giving away a Trip
For Two to the California Bowll

ners in the top 11 places and
scoring 25 points.
Purdue finished second, followed by two Mid-American
squads - Eastern Mlrhlgan and
Miami. These top four finishers
will travel to Milwaukee Saturday, which, according to Sink,
may mark the first time two
MAC teams have competed in
the NCAA meet. The Falcon
men, who finished ninth, will

have to wait until next year.
"We might have finished fifth
if Tom (Franek) wouldn't have
had trouble," Sink said.

was only a matter of time," the
18-year-old said. "There wasn't
much that was going to keep me
out of that game."
Although Charbonneau
showed some signs of inexperience, junior defensemen TomPratt and Todd Flichel aided the
rookie with their knowledge of
the game.
"f messed up, but he (Flichel)
kept giving me confidence,"
Charbonneau said. "I needed
that more than being chewed
out."

The Falcons' defense gave
more than enough reason for
Charbonneau's boost in confidence.
After giving up 10 goals in the
last five periods and blowing a 62 lead in Friday night's 8-7 overtime win, BG's defense rallied
around the appearance of their
new goal tender.

(continued from page 9)
"It was rough on Dave last
year because he was a transfer
and he had to sit out," Sink said.
"I think his confidence is back."
The Falcon men, like the
women, experienced the awesome power of Wisconsin. The
Badgers ran away with the team
titleby placing six of their run-

Charbonneau
(continued from page 9)
mie Wansbrough, in goal.
"I WAS thinking, who could
we put in goal," York said. "My
first thought was Wansbrough.
He would have gotten the call
because he plays goalie in pickup games during
But Charbonneau spared everyone the anxiety by putting
the finishing touches on the biggest game of his life.
"I knew I would come back. It

HAIR UNLIMITED
Family Hair Care & Tanning Center
143 W. Wooster
353-3281

This 5 day, 4 night trip will include:

OWEN
Monday. !«••*!, 10M 00

*Roundtrip AIRFARE
*Deluxe hotel accommodations
'Reserve tickets to the game

WadnmtorfridoyMMflO
Saturday 9 OK 00

NCJ&JS

PRECISION HAIR CUT Regular $9.00
NOW ONLY $6.00 w/coupon

Entries may be made at Rocky Rococo,
176 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH

Includes shampoo
* blow dry

expires 11Z27/85

ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS

witlus Iht bill of hut lo:

PATTY DeWINE
Name.
Street
City, State, Zip
Age
Birthdate.

C/5

&

MICHELLE PURDHAM

Regardless of the cushion and
lack of difficulty, Charbonneau
will never forget his first college
game.
"I don't think it was a case of
being a hero. This is the time I
Just got lucky."

Can you
afford to gamble
with the LSAT, GMATJ
GREprMCAT?

The world's leading
test prep organization.

We're behind you 100%
Jlov., tL Sut.rs of^tpka 2>Jta Pi

No Purchase Necessary

ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS ALPHA DELTS

536-3701
3550 Secor Road

Suit* 201
Toledo, OH 43606

Sweepstakes Rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Contest open to anyone 18 yrs. and older.
No purchase necessary.
Enter as often as you wish. One entry per person, per visit.
Deadline for entry — Dec. 4, 1985.
Drawing will be held Sat., Dec. 7 at 6:00 p.m. at Rocky Rococo,
176 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402.
WIIH THIS COUPON

$2.00 OFF any Large or
$1.00 OFF any Medium or Small
whole pan style pizza
V*I only at: 178 E-Woostsr, Bowling Gram, OH
Limit one coupon per pizza
Von) with other spectafe
Offer expires: 12HW85

Oh, What Fun It Is To Drive
With A Card From w&
SAY MERRY CHRISTMAS
ALL YEARLONG ... AND
SAVE $8.00
Trtpto-A fl *■***«• n I grMM* to ml cm" -tacam
My atrt) MUN i U m * da*mm Emmncj tad
Sa*r, pnM M pkadra m) mie*: acMM MA Twtata*.
Trtota" ml Mr* feat* a mm of AM mxMd Mm M
M*.«imfcv&«mT(MtoCttrami«roiratanJ
mat* « o* MS km A* aid Hat. fed h 4 matfe toa mm
ta 1000 ctmmm oft* to m USA M Cm*
Aid to am) yc* ema mm mm, ml m t» mM m * |m am ttW Yw mmnta m M M to mMrmpjtd alt
mmm. tad to m case* torn/ - « at is lor mm cam aid

....;;->'

GmMenastipia
Acttess

MmT0ta

Rocky ^JV. Rococo
^c>^yit »,,_G

Wood County Auto Club
414LWoottor
B.G. 354-2511
tlmmimakummli. )M

I

SIANUYH KAPIANEDUCATION*! CfNTH ITD

wl0itioni Ikii tvminy
CO

"THEY REALLY played
tough," Charbonneau said.
"They knew I was coming in
cold and had never played a
game at the collegiate level."
Broncos' coach Bill Wilkinson
was not as impressed with Charbonneau's performance.
"We didn't give him a lot of
tests. He already had a cushion
when he came in," Wilkinson
said. "If it was a tie game, it
might have been a different
story. He made a few saves but
nothing really great.

KAPLAN

during iL panLtt&mc.

Phone No..

Tim Hacker of Wisconsin won
the individual crown with a time
of 30:58. Other BG placers, out
of a field of 167 finishers, included freshmen Mike KcKenna
51st, Todd Nichols 57th, Scott
Wargo 64th, and Franek 72nd.

Probably not. Stanley H.
Kaplan has helped over 1 million students prepare for their :
grad school exams. So if you
need a refresher class, or even if
you're fresh out of college,
call. Why take a chance
with your career?

ALPHA DELTA PI

CALIFORNIA BOWL SWEEPSTAKES

time.
In fact, Cooney has fought
only twice since being
stopped in the 13th round by
Larry Holmes in a bid for the
World Boxing Council title
June 11, 1982 at Las Vegas,
Nev., and last August Cooney
announced his retirement. He
has said several times recently that he would come out
of retirement only for a fight
against Spinks.
SPINKS BECAME the first
light heavyweight champion
to win a heavyweight title
when he upset Holmes on a
close but unanimous decision
for the IBF title Sept. 21 at
Las Vegas.
Spinks. who has a 28-0 record with 19 knockouts, was
the undisputed light heavyweight champion at the time
he beat Holmes. The WBC
then withdrew light heavweight title recognition, and
Spinks relinquished the World
Boxing Association and IBF
titles.

Smflgdito arwamtt Dome
DPwmnmmm Cnageto: QVtoi DMC
C«*»
BammOm
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Air Force has wings clipped
PROVO, Utah (AP) - Robbie Bosco, who put bis teem in a hole
with three costly first-half interceptions, fired a t»-yard bomb to Vai
Sikahema with 5:41 left, capping a determined comeback that lifted
16th-ranked Brigham Young over previously unbeaten and fourthranked Air Force 28-21 Saturday.
The defeat Deprived the Falcons of at least a share of the Western
Athletic Conference title. BYU, 9-2 overall and 5-1 in the WAC,
remained in contention for a 10th straight conference title. Air Force
is now 10-1 and 5-1 in the WAC.
Even more damaging, the loss ended the Falcons' hopes for a
mHrmai championship and could have removed the Air Force from
consideration for a major bowl.
The loss snapped the Falcons' 13-game winning streak - longest in
the nation. However, with Bowling Green's 21-0 victory over Toledo,
the Falcons (of BG) now have a 14-game winning streak.

Hockey
BG N«w«/Joe PheUn
BG's Jeanne Martlnek splashes her way to a second-place finish In the 200 yard butterfly with a time of 2:12.2 In Cooper Pool. The women
tankers were downed by Cincinnati on Friday, but rebounded with a win over Eastern Michigan on Saturday. The men lost both meets.

Tankers dive in dual meet debut
Women beat EMU, fall to Cincy; men drop both contests
by Bridget Burdno
sports reporter

200 freestyle in 2:00.07 and the 200 butterfly
with a 2:10.27.

in good performance despite the loss."
Draper said. "Bob again had a good meet in

Bowling Green's men's and women's
swim teams may need a life preserver
following a rough back-to-back start to their
dual meet schedule last weekend.
On Saturday, the men tankers traveled to
Eastern Michigan and were beaten by the
Hurons, 76-37. The Falcons dropped a 53-41
decision to the University of Cincinnati on
Friday in Cooper Pool.
BG's women, after falling 55-39 Friday to a
Bearcat squad which finished 20th in the
nation last season, rebounded for a 81-67
victory over EMU.

Szekely set two BG women's records in
her first dual meet as a Falcon on Friday,
taking second In the 200 individual medley
with a 2:09.96 and the 100 butterfly in 57.38.

placing first in those two events."
On Friday against the Bearcats, Walker
finished second in the 50 freestyle with a
time of 21.90 and in the 100 freestyle in 48.47.
The Falcons' 400 freestyle relay of Chris
Birnbrich, Lea Szekely, Tom Griga, and
Walker finished first in 3:12.93. The 400
medley relay unit of Birnbrich, Pete and Les
Szekely and Dane Burton also captured first
in 3:36 JO.

"Eastern Michigan's women's team put
on a poor (swimming) exhibition on Saturday, and we swam well," men's and women's coach Rich Draper said. "I wasn't
disappointed with the men because Eastern
is such a tough team."
The women got double victories against
the Hurons from senior Sheila Westendorf
and freshman Andrea Szekely. Westendorf
won the 100-yard in 56.07 and the 1,000
freestyle in 10:45.06. Szekely captured the

"ANDREA SWAM real well," Draper
said. "Not bad for a freshman in her first
meet to break two records."
BG's Paula Reinhart took an Individual
first place in the 200 breaststroke with a
2:31.48 clocking. The Falcons' relay squads
of Beth Ricketts, Jennifer Lakins, Shelly
McFarland and Westendorf captured the 400
frestyle in 3:46.51 against UC.
Draper said the women swam as well as
can be expected since it is early in the
season and they are training hard.
For the men against the Hurons, Bob
Walker got BG's two victories with a 22.45
clocking in the 50-yard freestyle and a 48.75
in the 100 freestyle.
"Bob was one of the swimmers who turned

NEW YORK (AP) - Former major-league umpire BUI Haller, who
served as the American League umpire supervisor the last three
years, has been dismissed by the league.
Haller, 55, said he received a letter from league president Dr.
Bobby Brown informing him of his firing. Haller was an AL umpire
for 21 years and the brother of former major leaguer Tom Haller.
"They didn't even give me the courtesy of calling me into the
office and telling me why I was fired," Haller said.
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1084 S. Main
352-2812
(next to South End McDonald's)

Prepare your hair for
the holidays —

15% OFF PERMS
price includes haircut, shampoo & blow dry

Call Sherry, Jackie, Delia
also available: sculptured nails, wraps & tips
ear piercing $6
offer expire* 11-30-85

1.1). .mil s2 n:i(l\
I'l-ftiiiitiin tin i
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TUESDAY
LADIES NIGHT
Doors Open at 7:30 For Ladies Only
Featuring - FANTASIES UNLIMITED
from Cincinnati
Men allowed in after 9:30
':

WEDNESDAY
PIZZA PIZZA
Party

<e

Free Caesar's Pizza till 11:00
Centerfold contest worth $100
25481 DIXIE HIGHWAY
PERRYSBURG, OHIO
Phone (419) 874-2253

.Now,^.'''J.'.MJ
choose the eye color
that's just right for you.

Ask US about NaturalTint "soft
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb.
When you wont to chonge your natural eye color, liven up
your eyes with NaturalTint 10ft contact lenses. Available
in crystal blue, aqua. |ode and table, they'll help you look
your best while Improving your vision Of course, the only
way to find out how good you'll look is to try on a pair
of NaturalTint lenses for yourself. Gill us today for on
appointment.

B * L Natural Tint Contacts
B * L Extended Wear Contacts

. '75.M
.»59.00
•89.00
Hydron Dally Wear Soft Lenses
•39.M
Professional Fees & Sterilization Extra
Eyes Examined by Dr. S. Sniff

The sweep leaves BG in first
place in the CCHA with a 8-2
league mark (9-3 overall) while
WMU slipped to 4-6 (M overall).
Despite his team's fast start,
York is guardedly optomistic.
"First place this early is just
an indication that we're playing
well," York said. "We want be
In first when it's all wrapped up.
"We're showing flashes of a
young team maturing into a real
solid hockey club," be continued. "But right now it's just
flashes."
The Falcons will get a chance
to prove themselves this weekend in a bome-and-home series
wit defending CCHA champion
Michigan State. Friday's contest will be in East Lansing,
Mich, while the Falcons will host
the Spartans Saturday in the Ice
Arena.

ACCORDING TO Wilkinson,
sloppy puck handling and mental errors by his squad proved
insurmountable.
"Errors cost us three or four
goals and against Bowling
Green, you can't do that," Wit
kinson said. "You can't cough

Urge 11tem Pine

$4.°°
Inside

352-3551
J

Perfect Touch
Hair Salon

up the puck like we did and
expect to win."

but Rob Dryden took a pin point
pass from Dan Dorion to send
the contest into overtime.
Wansbrough left little time for
suspense, scoring the fastest
overtime goal In BG history. The
senior wing took only 37 seconds
to end the game. Clarke Pineo
stole a pass, flipped it to Ysebaert who set Wansbrough up
for the score.
"For Jamie Wansbrough to do
that is incredible," York said.
"That's the guy you want with
the puck. (Ptneo) made a good
play to get the puck and when
you get into overtime, that's all
it takes, just a break/'

DESPITE THESE losses, Draper said
both teams swam exceptionally well. He
said be is purposly scheduling back-to-back
meets this season to prepare the team physically and mentally for the final meets of the
season.
"I want them to get ready for the big
meets where they will have preliminaries on
Friday and finals on Saturday," Draper
said. ''They have to get used to swimming
competatively two days in a row."
The swimmers have a week off before
traveling to the Illinois Invitational on December M.

AL fires chief umpire

:

(continued from page 9)

only

I
I
352-3551
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CONGRATULATIONS NEWLY 1
* SELECTED ORIENTATION*
LEADERS FOR FALL 1986
Suaan Adkta
PhajAbartkio
Kami Mm
TVaAmoa
Mary Karharm. Anaa
Eva Anton*.
Or •gory Aipafan
DMnMMln
Crag Aug.
JuJaBamhart
Mkcral Barton
•hot* am
Ada Bury
Carol Baach
way Sanaa
Daboreh Bowman
PMBnmr
Jank* Bncknac
Ktttany BuahMr
JamSar BuaCMr
KnaanByony
Tim Cam
r*aaa Carozzi
Jamy Carrol
Lan Carrol
Cotaan Cavanaugn
Brian Chambora
Lorl Chratophar
Laura &hk»
PnapCtoua*
MtohaarCoBn.
Ana Connor
Joaaph Conrad
May COOk
Chart L Copaand
Timothy Crag
OarralCnna
LhdaCuatv
Pan* Dantorth
SacyDava
Party DaWlna
Lynn S. DBnafl
JanaOaa
Anana Donmqua
LauraDunaaky
Ana Duma
KamyEaon.
DabtnBart
KaranEBM
JamaaBoa
UatEmbUg.
AlcaEmmanh
KtaanV Epparly
Sarah Earn
jaaFauba
Brandan Flararty
MaryJoFraas
BaayQardrar
Tharaaa Qatar
KJmbartta Qokatarry
EanaOny
KatyOray
ScoitOray
Kandra OraamnKl
Amy Qraahoar
CoaurHh
AmyHadtey

Jllltl Khouiam
Jafl KBta
KavUKovaioi
BradKrtdar
Anralta Loudarmtft
Barbara Lagaza
HakSLaliaai
CamaLanYi
ABaonLad
SMvanLutMg
Tammy MoCe*
KatyMoCoy
ChnaOn. McDonaM
Amy s UcOraX
Ana MoQroavwy
AlaaMcMBan
Jan. Maachai
LaAnn Uictaal
Suaan MSak
Brian Moor*
Wandy Moorman
JoMUoranan
Jarmtar Moaar
laUaM*
Amy Ni»on
MaMk) r*amaa
Krta Oady
Tanya Oaon
CyntHa Omndar
Tracy Park*
Bany Parka
TrahPaaaanM
Shannon Panona
Thorraa "aruaali
BaJna Paarnan
AmaaPaB
VHaonPulano
DaioJaRamoum
Dana Rautantarg
JuSa Raytun
ElzaoaUi Arm Re
KraanRack
LaaHb
ABaon M Rogganback
KnaOn L Roman.
Kana Ryan
Suaan Samoi
ErinM Shah*
SandyScha*
kSchata BaM
Jcuprt Schreadar
KaranBador
EbaDaOi Sony
CynnaSchock
Laura Short
MarkShy
Tammy Sack
Robart SMar
LM SmBi
StavaSphka
Mtehaa St. Parro
May Ann Saambaugh
Kant A Steknay
Darby Sam.
MaSmSuSvan
Barbara Surtac*

Au*ay Hackaman
KatyHanay
nakaooaHB
naKJMHooeW
MktaaHoakM

Ulallli Taoar
KaalTaBika
JuH Toon
JanHar Tumay
Kaly Vaughn

JiNonafi
HattHoak*
OabaHoyanac
Wandy tnoram
cazaoavi JOOM
JudyJohnaon
JamaaJoraa
Lktda Kaamanka
Barah KaSy
ThoaaaKana

Kaanwalar
KaWmiWar*
Unda Waaoocli
aroi L. waama
ripwj man
Daona L VAnoh
VMndy Waa
OanatWoSa
Amy Yadkak
Pa*tok Young

J*I«««WI

»

Burlington Optical Inc.
UH I. Weester,
1MSS.. ReyneMs U.. Teleee 3UUM
3iU»yfven»eA«..,Teleeo 472-1113

351-2533

Tbankyou
for continuing the tradition!

^.J
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CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS

HaaMi Cara Cla*
Wad., Nov M at 1:00 p.ra.
217 Memarssl Hal
la III In Oaa Currier. Personnel
V.P Toledo HoeeKel
Al HeaWi Cara Maters Wotooasel

AaeocaMon tor Career Women
Meetng TUM Nov 19. 7 30 p m m 104 BA
BM AnOereon of Stale Horn* Savmge B»
wl be apaesaraj on Women In Management
See you there
ATTENTION
Cossge of Business Adrmwiraaon
NMOM
Ptanrwyj to graduate m May? Apply lor gradua
son NOW. Oilier, ol the Daan. 371 Business
AdrTaintBlTBkon Sfctg

HataM* Hajoral'"
0 S E A t next meeting • Wad . Nov 20th at
(00 n 121 Waal Hal We wl Da having •
panel rkscuenon with curant and peel student
Madiera

Financial Menagomerrt Aaeocletton
Meeting thB Wednesday. 7 30. Rm. 114 BA
Check Buietin Board for more into

RIDES
PUar wanted to go tram hare to Arizona.
Leaving In December pteeae contact ma at
362-1888.

SERVICES OFFERED
PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregancy
teal
Otteolva Into
Cat NOW. 364H0PE(4873) Hours. M, Th 12-8 p.m.: T. W
10-2 pm : Sal 12-2 p.m.

Wormeeon meeting with
Proteaaor David Reed, from France
November 21. 1988. 8 pm
The French Houae on Sorority Row

Typkvj service
832-1461
Professional secretarial servKee Typing done
proleeetoiaeV 888-8945 Bowing Green

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
LEAOCRS* WORKSHOP
Wednesday. November 20

FOUTS TYPING
SI 00 par page, double spaced
ON CAMPUS PICK-UP. 4 00 pm 889-2679

9 30-10:30 am.
Campua Room, Union
Or Ron Pan*!
XraaBve Problem SoMng

PAPERS

RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS
ptoleeelonasy written tor M fletds
Vary reasonable 352-3744

The B.G Pubic nelenona OrgenUelion w* be
holrkng a meeting, tonight at 7:30 m 207
Henna Hal The speaker wl be Jan Little Pre*
of Drversrlied Communication. Inc., and peel
ptaaotPRSSA
TOOAY.USE MEETING . TOOAYI
COME LEARN HOW TO 00 TO SCHOOL
OUT-OF-STATE ANO PAY IN-STATE Tl>
ITrONI ITS POSSBLE THROUGH THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
AI 4:00 PM. IN THE OHIO ROOM OF THE
UNION, THERE WILL BE AN INFORMATION
SESSION TO EXPLAIN THIS EXCITING OPPORTUNITY TO YOU.
TOOAY...NSE MEETINO...T00AYI

TYPING
THESIS
DISSERTATION, ETC
372-2281

Winter B*, storage
Optional Pickup t Oalreary
Call M, MF, UM11I, LC 8 t»
LOFT* AM AVAILABLE!
To order year toft tor spring aeiaselec caH
LC * SS S8HU8, M, M*
ASK A PM DELT WHAT HAPPENED
IN APRIL, 1«81
Greeks Gel Reedy!
Two More Days Untl
HAPPY HOURS Al Uptown
Thursday Nov 21 at 4 00 p.m.

Women lor Women end T-B'T'N
oo-eponeora present the film
"RAPE CULTURE"
TaaaraM, 7:10 p-m., Qlsh Theatre, Henna Mat

Watt'4

M*:N GI

352-3703

|

BECCA WALLACE
Thank you so much lor my great girt! You're the
beat big evert)
UTB, LI Slephamo

25

$5.
352-3551

We Deliver

Concert t-eturta and ierseys naaaonabla
prices Free delate Coamoa Intetnaeonel. Box
43058. St Louis. MO 63143

352-3551

(g^lfes^^
UHAT DO VtXiyUHAT ARE
HN/E GONG
WEEKENDS FOR
TUB UCCKc>©,/BRTUFf» I'M
rWU'
^ GOING TO

Ctmralaladaai to the Has Tnete Chl Wreedene. Teem tor winning ad cement wreetlme.
1 veers la a taw. Feat piece wtm were
IB*
Deeb Alewen
Krekj Kamen
•#oono pMM wifii by J*jff MUN#I, MM nyiti,
and Jefl Fender
Yaw aVotnots ol Thete Chl
DAVEOESKJNS.
YOU'RE A GOOO WO ANO WE LOVE YOUII
KKANOML
Yeuhevetheblggeel
can't wall » Hate K.

FALCON MARCHING BAND CONCERT
Sunday 11124IK
3PM
Al Students - S1 00
Others - $2 00
Anderson Arena

OOLDEN KEY DEADLINE: NOV. 26
UNO YOUR APPLICATION NOWI
Greeks Get Reedyi
Two More Days UmH
HAPPY HOURS Al Uptown
Thursday. Nov 21 at 4 p m
Jamie. Thanks so much tor those personate I
never thought you'd be so inconstderate A
enmelure as to do something Ike that It you
pern on doing something eke that again, line but
go beck lo /urwr high where n belongs This is
coflage now so why don't you |uat grow up
Stophonle
JOO-I8CHROEDER'
I bve my cousin oh yea I do
I love my couem 4 II be true
Whan you're nol with me. I'm blue
Oh Jod-I. I love you!
Happy 20«i ooua'i I know It's gonna be a great
veer! You're the beat Mend 11 bve ye! Happy
Motownlng tonne'
Love. Stephanie

Krlaty Clements
Tm so sucked thai you're my Big! I knew from
the start that you would make A GREAT BtQ
and a GREAT FRrENOI I love you very much'
your new Qamma Phi Urea, Suzanne
Greeks Gel Reedy'
Two Mora Days UnH
HAPPY HOURS Al Uptown!
Thursday. Nov. 21 at 4 p.m.
Mark.
The Beat Is Yet To Come
Hot Estb SI ETy Ot Omec
Love, MCheea

MICHELLE PURDHAM
Good luck Bmghl at elections' You'l be e super
■eaaurer of Panhel — I know you I win everyone's vote!
Alpha Oak Love. Your Roomie
ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT NIGHT
You always gat change back
from your dcaar on Tueedeya
wel drinks - 50Lateet dance videos!
MAM ST.
362-3703

Mom 1 bad BGSU Stale
iNThtngs
NEW COURSE FOR SPRING SEMESTER
•BA4BI Moduclton to
Hospaatrty Manegemenl'
B:30-11:00 T R Section 4018
(The ■ the first course In the new Hoaprratty
Management Specaattaaon. Prereouartlee:
ACCT. 221 and (urwx Handing or consent of
Inetructor) For more Irto contact the Cosego of
Buemeee Adrrvnatration Omca of the Daan
1371 BA) Restaurant and Institutional Food
Service Manegemenl Students Welcome
PATTY VANYO,
WE WISH YOU THE BEST OF LUCK DURING
PANHEL ELECTIONS. WE KNOW YOU'D
MAKE A FANTASTIC VP OF RHO CHISI
LOVE AND A.O.T.
YOUR KD SISTERS
PHI PELTS - Wl RBeaaajfOOLDEN KEY DEADLINE: NOV. 26
SENO YOUR APPLICATION NOW!
I've been so happy theea peat 10 i
(thanks to you). I irate you ao much' I wtah we
were together now, but you're worth walling
forever tor You mean everything to me! Left
plan on the next 100 « 10 months, ok.? II
skvaye be here tor you. I tova you.
Love. Unoa
ThenksgMng 1 Xmaa Cards
Joans N Things 631 Ridge
Open tonia a 6:00
THE ACCOUNTING CLUB
IS STILL OPEN TO ANYONE WHO IS INTERESTED IN JOMING DUES ARE Je PER
SEMESTER ANO $10 PER YEAR. APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN 332 BA BUILDING
JOM NOW AND MAKE AN INVESTMENT IN
YOUR FUTURE!
TO: PEPJHtNQ ajFLE PLEDGES
GOOD TO GO' Keep up the good work and
slay motivated! REMEMBER, only 2 more
days!
TO STEVEN D LEWIS (PRES I
And el new 1888 F# Officers
CONGRATS-ly MP

LedUe.
When those floor meetings gel loo boring
When a cake |uM isn't enough lor your bintvjey
When your rommele needs s break from teats.
Give me a cal Male dancer For Mormetlon cal
362-1084.
TO TME PERSON WHO PICKED UP MY
•LACK WOOL JACKET AT THE REC CENTER WED. 11/14- PLEASE RETURN IT BE
FORE I FIND YOU. * IT IS RETURNED THERE
• A 111 REWARD ANO NO QUESTIONS
ASKED, ar | FIND YOU I WILL PROSECUTE
CALL 35J-0427.
P.S. PLEASE RETURN MY KEYS TO0I
WINTER BREAK akang at Steamboat Spnngs
and VM from S76. or sunning al South Parka
Wand end Deytona Beech Irom $99' Hurry, eel
Sunchaae Tours tor mrxa intormation tol tree 1
800-321-6911 TOOAYI Whan your winler
break counts count on Suncheeei

WANTED
NEEDED: MALE ROOMMATE FOR SPWNQ
SEMESTER. INEXPENSIVE ANO CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. CALL PETE 3544437 MON.-FRI
AFTER 6:00 PM
Married Christian couple looking lor a pace to
house aa. Cal 354-7969
Human needed to shore sot tor Spring
6110/month Heat paid Cal 364-7827
Smokers and degeneratea welcome
Cloes to campua Big apartment
Free heat * gas. 364-2904.
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
FOR SPFeNQ CLOSE TO CAJitPUSFREE HEAT 1 GAS! 364 1326
One female roommate wanted lor Spring Semester Apartment close to campua.
CM 354-1004 i
2 ramass roommates needed Spring Semester
to rent apartment dose to campus
Cal 353-9805
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE 4 SPRING SEMESTER. $132 mo.
FREE HEAT 6 GAS. MUCH PARTYING
SPACE PLASE CALL TERRI 353-3500
to sublet; inexpensive, nice; across

Roommate needed Immediately for 2 bedroom
apartment SSS'month plus utaWoe Ask lor
Jermy 352 6267

WANTED
IndMduala Interested In reerjorakbta
dotations about drinking and dnvwj
Than wl be a NEVER AGAIN
meeting Tues Nov IB. 7 00 at
the Pin Mu House It's "me to get lnvolvad<

Greeks Gel Reedy'
Two Mora Day* Una
HAPPY HOURS at Uptown
Thuradey. Nov 21 at 4 pm
LSAVMCAT-OMAT'GRE
NTE'CPA REVKWNCLEXRN
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
NO 1 IN TEST PREPARATION
(41fl| 636-3701 TOLEDO

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL 352-4049

HELP WANTED
H you ate muelc & want to heve run whas you're
working — we are now hiring al the fun place to
be - Buttons We need bar help « floor help w.
positions available tor al ages Must be al least
18. Apply si person efter 8:00 pm dady
except Mondays Buttons. Rl 25. North ol BG
STUDENTS NEEDED
FREE ROOM AND BOARD plus a Salary of
S86O.00 lor Spring Semester Work as
teecrw*/nekjreest In a chid centered program
emphasizing a hands on learning M 2 Central
Ohio camps. Any major may apply Regleler el
ale Co-op omce or caa 372-2451 tor mtorme

FOR SALE

p

Tuesday Special

.Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

ALL Leg
Warmers
•lots of colors
•one size fits all
one day only

40%

OH

Tuesday Eve:
Open till 9:00
OL
po„M, Putt

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(BG News not responsible for postal service delays)

525 RJ,. Si.

1981 Detaun 210, 5 speed 56,000 mass
Uke new. 62.800 Cal 424 3328
1978 Toyota Pickup Engine in exceeent con*
•on. Short-bad w/cap, 5-apeed. AM FM caa
aette Good oorajaon 1,200 00
CM 372-1468
SA-320 15 WATT STEREO RE
CETVER MINT (XWOITION - PERFECT
STARTER FOR FRESHMAN
CALL PAUL 354-7477
LADIES BKE FOR SALE ONLY $30
CALL 352-4049
'74 DODGE DART. 6 INLINE ENGINE. GOOO
CONDITION. S700 FIRM MUST SELL - CALL
352-3149
BEST TURNTABLE OFFER.
FOR $100 YOU COULD OWN A FULLY
AUTOMATIC (ADC) TURNTABLE HAROLY
USED FOR ONE SEMESTER CALL ROBERT
OR ADAM AT 352-1520 EXT. 217/213
'77 Monte Carlo
$800 or beet otter

CM 352-0952
Matching sots ($125) t love seal |$100| PleK
earn tone colors 2 dark pine end tobies. 1 so
1 oct. M $36 Dark wood floor lamp w/
rack attached $36 Cal 362-0711
2 pa or after 6 p
la I True You Can Buy Jeeps lor $44
through ths US government? Gel the
tacts looey'CM 1 312-742-1142 Exl 17g4

RATES: per ad are 60' per line, S1 80 minimum.
50' extra per ad tor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

FOR RENT

Wiled by Trad* Mkhri Jaffa
PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals.
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible tor error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please
come to 214 West Hall immediately It there is an error in your ad. The news win not be
responsible tor typographical errors in classified ads tor more than two consecutive insertions.

ACROSS
1
6
10
13
14

Speck
Little porker
Fall guy
Loveood
"
porrloge
hot.,"

16 Small nan
16 1937Booan

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Phone #

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #
(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish It to appear:
(Ode words you wish to appear in bold type)

Classification In which you wish your ad to sppaar.
Campus & City Events*
Lost & Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personals
•Campua/Clty Event ads are rxjotished tree ot charge for ona day for a

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent
non-prom avant or rrteetlng only

Data* ol Insertion .

Total number ol days

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED SPRING SE
MESTER SUB-LET HOUSE (OWN ROOM) ON
WOOSTER ST
PRIME LOCATION/LOW
RENT, $110 CALL PATTY FOR MORE INFO
383-0010

CM Juee or Kattiy only 353-0010

PHI PELTS - Wl PangQtMP,
Thai oameetet haa been ao busy long, and
truetretlng that I lately haven't uk) you how
much I care and love you Thai a lust a token
and reminder of my love
Love Always-Karhryn

SALE STARTS TOOAY at the Forreat Creeeon
Oof Course Shop early tor the ooller on your
ani 3 days only. 372-2874

\.iSr\tijrl

RWW'XNO- I am MCPN
|M A M0OERN GUY I MEftN
gHQM VWIV N THE OLDfa(W IN Tht MODERN,
|*E YTJUX PflWONEt) SENSE Of VERB SENSE, "TO PARTV
ftS IN "HE", LCTS (WV'"
GONG TO I AlUMNG ft HERO
IIMTtV OF SOVENGcK TO
DErUTE "OUR RC60LRCES,

The BG News

Dabble. Joanl, and Mfcneie—
The 4 corps aura has had some fantaaltc dmes
togatherll Evan though our flag corps days
i over, me memorlea wl last a
al You guys are the been I love yal
Always tummy

OOLDEN KEY DEADLINE: NOV. 26
SENO YOUR APPLICATION NOW!

Urge 11tem Pizza

i

IICOtvOiWTULATIONS" DELTA SIGMA PI
BROTHER OF THE MONTH - JEFF OLDEN
THANX FOR ALL YOUR HELPI
WE APPRECIATE m

PERSONALS

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT NIGHT
You always gal change back
trcm your dcaar on Tuesdays
wel drtnka - 50-

»

CC«G<uVTIXATIONB- LI" Uaa TKtertogton on
your new awe board omcei! Way to cany on
the Famey tradlaon' Good luokl
Alpha Dan Love. Big Melnda

Laaa, Pten
SLIMMER STUDY PROGRAM W FRANCE

• • 'BGSU TRIVIA CONTEST- • •
Nov 20 at 7:30 p mln the NE Commons
Appicaeone evaisbk, at tie tront daak ol el
dorma, kakarmly end aoronty chapter meehnge
and In the on campua rrswbox room Have a lot
ol tun whes winning $$$!

EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
Friday. Nov 22
Tontogeny Legion Hal
"Greet Fun Out in the Sticks"

Found Woman'a aoarl. Si Thomea Mora Parking Lot on 11/14 Cal Rtoklal 383-0911 tor
more Wo.

See Europe and Earn 8 Hour* ol Credit

BGSU SKATING CLUB
TONIGHT 8 to 10 pm
ICE ARENA

Crmnel Justice Orgenuetion meeting. Tuaa.
November 19 et 8 00 p m In 102 Henna Thai
wa pa our laat meeaig tor the tal sameaior

LOST AND FOUND

Inrormabon concerning the December 21 commencement ceremoraaa wa be mated to el
mdergraduata candMaew on November 16.
1985. The letters «* be mated to local
arkaseaas (on-campue maapovee) and wel
Include an H8VP card which mual be returned
by those students who are not attending
commencement Any undergraduate candidate
no) receiving a letter by Wedneaday November
20 ehoutd pc* one up m me Omce ol Reglstre•on and Recorda
•

ATTENTION SELLING ANO SALES MANAGE
MENT CLUB MEMBERS
Maaang Wedneaday at 7:00. Town Room.
lard Hoot Uraon The Key picture w« be taken
at 6:30. Town Room
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME!

COUEOE OF BUSINESS AOsMIKTRATION
DEAN'S ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING
Tuesday November 19
4.00 PM. 372 BA
Check your maaoo* botoro the meeting.

Ueera ol me Apple || Senea Present
A Mociungboerd Music OerronatraHon. and tor
everyone who brtnge a blank 5V« olak wee we"
copy a FREE WORD PHOCESSOR on n lor you
luel tor attending the meeting at 112 South
Hal. Nov 19. 8-9 pm CM 363-7901 tor
more Intormaaon

Ptaa Parly. Saturday. November 23
Norrheaet Convnona
8 00 pm 1 00 a m
$2 00 donaoon ot tat door

Man to: (On or Off-Campus Mall)
The BG News
214 West Hal BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

classic
16 Greenland
19 "
old port
in a storm'*
20 Household
21 California lake
orpaaa
23 0rendOT
24 Badge lor s
good Seoul
25 Social divisions
26 Gently stroked
31 Walking
32 Beadllka pellet
33 "ThaQreateel'
34 lairs
36"
Ukee
Fo«"
36 Typeo'soupor
salad
37 Picnic peal
36 Manitoba's
Great
Lake
35 Ray
40 Headlong lush
42
Annual
43 Portuguese
overaaea
province
44 Do an usher s
lob
45 Island olfW.
Iran
47 Bridge
46 Lltlle devil
61 Mountain. In
Maku
62 Alamo sue
66 Gourmet's ireel
56EIICII
57 Woody s eon
Si Greek letter
58 Pilot a radio
"OK."
60 Sanaa

3 Theater award
4 Title ol respect:
Abbr.
5 Javelins
6 Comic
Youngman
7 Dobbin's lunch
S "
was
going to St.
Ivaa..."
9 With affection
10 Carnival ol the
Animals" composer
11 Israeli port
12
Gynt
15 Dancer Ruth St
17 Panolaahoa
22 City south ol
Moscow
23 Elevator man
24 Indian corn
25 Musical
endings
26 In regard lo
27 Famous
llagahip
28 Long lor
29 Gladden
30 Iranian coin

'

1

■

.

44 MKhener novel
45 Novelist
Prevosts title
46 Emcee Parks
47 Coiy
48 In the matter ol
49 Track event
50 Pocket billiards
53 Stir
54 Dunce

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Hl.lHIl ClUiriH Hf.lllHH

1 bedroom dean upeeata apartment, 2 block!
to campua $190 t utamaa CM 364-1079
~"TT 8 p.m
starting Spring aemeater Ona bedMee paid Close to campus
Cal 362-6709
1 Stall lie Apt. lor SUBLEASE
Cheap' QUel! Close to cempua'
CM 352 6608
Room tor Rent
Ctoee to campua 329 E Wooater
Anaaatlli Jan. 1 or sooner
CM 352-8261
tmoency Apt to ii.Dliem Thuretm Manor
laoroaa kom MAC) S260/morrth Cable «iduded (1-2 people) Harm 352-6112
1 room efficiency uiseea paid
duwiauwn. CM 362 5822

Close

THURST1N MANOR APTS.
Has single room etlictencles svsaable lor spring
Very close to campua 362-6435
Itrjueaa and autbneiaa ctoee to campua tor
summer 1988 and 88-87 school yaar
CM 1-287-3341

•

II
II
11

FtMTMt CrMfon
Golf Course
Annual
Christinas Sala!

Save Up
To 50%
All Musi Go Before
The Snow!

DOWN
2Algenanpon

32 Madrid
museum
35 Household
need
38 Fiber
36 Humane gp.
39 intended to
41 Nickname lor
Margaret
42 Horseshoe
thrower's term

Apartment lor sublease
for Spring Semester
Close to campus
CM 354-7171

•taaiUia.pas

Tuas.-Wad.-Thurs.
10-6
372-2674
Se,

